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FOREWORD

Research initiated by the U.S: Army Research Institute fpr fhe
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) in 1972 has led to the development
of a family of tactical engagement simulation trining techniques. ThiA

report,presents a taxonomy of leader-skills And leader-group procesies
developed from a'review of leader research literature and an analysis of
engagement simulation data and combat experience. The taxonomy consti-

% tutes a means of measuring observable leader performance during engage-
,ment simulation exercises which may be related to tactical unit perfor-
mance. The research conducted was in J.....esponse to the requirements of

4 Army Project 2Q263744A795 as a part of a larger prograeof research in
tactical trdinidg for TRADOC.
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IDENTIFICATION OF COMBAT UNIT LEADER SKILLS AND LEADER-CROUP INTERACTION 4"
PROCESAS

C.

BRIEF'

Requirement:

To :f.dentify leader skills add leader-group interaction Processes
. that" may have potential influence od'unie performance in tactical

situations. P

Proceduro:

A review of leader research literature was.conducted, and lin
analysis was made of recorded engagement simulation data.from previous
fj.eid exercises. A taxonomy of leader skills and group interactive
process categories was synthesized, and an operational list g

individual leader.sk;,lls was developed. -

do.

Findings.:

a

Twelve skill categor!.es, subiumed under five broader headings, were

identified as follows: (a) managdment skills7-plAnn1ng, execytion.rend
control,', initiatidg.structure, and.interacting with subordinates and .

sdpei4ors, (b) communication,skills--tradsfer of information, end A

pursuit and receipi.) of information, (c) problem solving skillslidenti--
fication and.interpretation Of cues, weighing alternatives, and choosing '

a dourse of action, (d) tactical skills--appljcation, and (e) 'tectinical

'skills=equipment and basic.

Utilization of Findings: re

The taxonomy developed fo leader skills and leader=group interac-
.

'tion process may be utilized t obsrve and Measure bellavior.during unit
tactical.performance.. Analys of leader behavior and unit performance
in varyingpsituations has th potential of Identifying thOmportant
variables producing effective unit and leader performance. WhenIthe
important'variableS are identified, a training model for empLoYing both
engagement simulation and battle,pimulati'on technologies may beftdevel-

.

oped for combat arms udit

d
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Introduction

6

For several years, the Army Research Institute, in conjunction
with the research and develokent coMmunity,.has been developing tac-
tical:engagement simulation (ES) systems for unit ratning in the com-
bat arms. Engagement simulation is'a tactical training technique
employing devices to simulate with a high degree of psychological

4 fidelity the.casualty-producingpeffectsof weapons found on the"modern
battlefield. Experience with ES indicates that leader behavior^ and
leader-subordinate interaction processes play.critical roles in unit
perforMance. However, it has not yet been possible to identify and
_define explicitly those leaderioehaviors and group processe that lead

tbto successful tactical performance. Therefore, .he purpose of the .

present research is to determine whit_leader Skills and leader-groUp
interaction'processes have a potential influence on unit perf&mance

in tactical situatfons.
4 ,.

The' literature on leadership certainly does not suffer from a

deartfrof inqu#ry. If one were to accept the proposition that dis-
.

.parate approaches and conflicting results were a sign of intellectual
vitality and then one should not,be too alarmed by recent
reviews that characterize the.state-of-the art as not encouraging
'(Hunt and Larsbn, 1977). Not only do investigators disagree on how to
interpret their findings meaningfully, but also there is an apparent lack

ef conf4dence in the methodologies employed and the ensuing data
.

, bases. Theoreticaj strudtures placed atop such a shaky foundation

are precarl*.edifices indeed. . However, iR order to acquire an .

appreciation of the current status of research on leadership, one
needs to sfart with the origins and subsequent developments of this
interetting field4 The first.part of tlyis section is therefore
devoted to an historical review of signqicant research movements. /

The second part will examine some promlnent theoretical models of more
recent vintage. The third part will.Karrow its foctis to a leader
taxonomy--in.particular, those letder sk4lls and group interactive4

\ processes that are likely to have a potential influence.9n unit per-

'formance in tactical situations. Finally, Measurement procedures will

be discussed.

10
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Historical,Review

Trait and Situational.12Rmashes

Notions on leadership no doubt could be traced back'to°the
writings of.the ancients; however, it is the Systematic,study of

leadership that concerns Us, and as a reSult .our'historical sketch
spans only a centUry. Galton's (1879) influential study of the hered-
itary background of Ostinguished men in the arts arid 1sciences helped
to set the groundwork for what came to be knowq as the "geeat man'

theory of leadership. Likewise, Carlyle's (1910) landmark essay on
leadership embraced the concept of the leader at a person endowed with
unique qualities that set him or her apart from the masses. Those'who
followed in Carlyle's footsteps set,about the task of identifying
those qualities or traits with which."great Men" were blessed: The

Zeitg:ist waS appropriate fbr the trait approach.to leadership to

take tira among psychologically-oriented investigators.of the 1930s
and 1940s. Psychologists have had a long-standing.interestin indivi-
dual differences, apd when thew found-themselves equipped with a new
toolthe personality test-,-it seemed eminently apprqpriate that they
should actively pursue personality traits that distinguish leaders
from non-leaders. The writings of Bingham (1927), Tead (1929).,
Kilbourne (1935), and Dow; (1936) provide gbod examOes of.the trait
approach teleadership. 'Despite tI early.enthusiasm, studies of
leadership traits never produced the yield that the original investi-

gators had envisioned. Successive reviews (Stogdill, 1948; MON
1959; Holiander.and Julian, 1969) report very little in the way of

*reliable or useable results.

The problemS that are encountered/,With a pure trait approach are

siany. To maintain that there is a uniqUe set of traits that leaders,
share in common would force us to conclude that.General Geoi-ge Patton,

Florence Nightingale, and Mahatma Gandhi had highly similar leadership

traits. Any position that emphasizes the centrality of traits Would

also predict that leaders in .one situation would be leaders in other
situations as well. Mahatma Gandhi thus'would bejust as effective a
leader of the 2rid Armor Division as was George Patton. Conversely,
George Patton could just as effectively lead the teeming masses 0
India as did Mahatma Gandhi. While this may be an intriguing, (tf
inane) suggestion, it is easy to see how the early attempts to uncover
essential leader characteristics met with repeatedifailure: Perhaps

the most serious criticism of the trait approach is that it presents

a static, one-way view of lvdership--leaders are portrayed as
detached, isolated entities,'immune from the consequences of their

actions. Such factors as the nature of the task faced by the group
and the overall context within*.which the group operates are ignored by --)

the trait theory. In the face of-this unprofitable state of affairs',
psychologists turntd their attentfon to a different approach.

1
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This newer movement, which started to take hold in the 1950s
(Stogdill, 1948; Gouldner, 1950),.focused on situational rather than
personality determinants. Research started to show that the person
most likely to become a leader/in a given sitdation was not the
charismatic "great man." Instead the leAder was differentiated
from non-leaders by the given task of the group and its corresponding
situational demands, The nature of the group task favored those indi-
viduals.who were especially well-equiloped and competent.to guide the
group toward attainment of its particular goals. Furthermore, and
perhaps most important, the situational approach anchored leadership.
events to the life space in which they occur. Hollander and Julian
(1969) put it pis way "...it was to recognize that the qualities of
the leader werte variously elicited, solved, and reacted to as a func-
tion of differential group settings and thqiidemands" (p. 389). Or
as Cartwright and Zander (1960) state "...wfiile certain minimal abili-
ties are required of all leaders, these are widely distributed among
non-leaders as well. Furthermore, the'traitscof the leader which

.

are necessary and effective in one group or situation may te quite
different from those of another leader in a different setting" (R.
49.2), After declaring "there are no_Albsol.ute leaders, siriCe success-
ful leadership must always take into account the specific requirements
imposed by the.nature of the group" (1949a, p. 225), Hemphill went on
to(publish i5ithe same year his well-known Situational FaCtors in
Leadership. This work investigated systtmatically the 'characteristics
of group situations as they were related. to the behavior of leaders.
At this point) the group situation became the primary focus of study.

4

Was there any empirical justification for this radical shift?
Indeed there was. Carter ana Nixon (1949) conducted a study of
leaderless high school boys as they performed on three different
kinds of tasks: intellectual, mechanical, and clerical. Boys who
were leaders on the intellectual tasks also tended to be leaders on the
clerical tasks; however, for the mechanical tasks, new leaders tended
to emerge. .Thus, to some extent at least, requjrements for leadership
were situationally dependdnt. In related experiments, Carter,
Haythorn, Shriver, and Lanzetta (1951), and Gibb (1947), very similar
results were foundthat is, the behavior of leaders differed from
one situation to another, depending upon requirements of the group

i task. In a study of 40 naval officers--20 of whom were transferred to
new positions, and also the 20 whom rmpre to replace--Stogdill, Shartle,
Scott, Coons, and Jaynes (1956)foundLthat after several months in
their new positions, transferred officers resembled officers whom they
replaced in patterns of work performance but not in patterns of inter- .

personal behavior. In other words, job requirements were such that
they instilled highly similar patterns of.work performance fn whoever
held the position. Job requirements did not, however, mold interper-
sonal behavior. In yet another study, Megargee, Bogart, and Anderson
(1966) had, subjects who differed oh dominance test scores (high and
low) perform two different tasks. Instructions on one of the tasks

1
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emphaisiied the task itself', in the atfiter-\conditiono leadership was

emphasized tin the instructions. 'Wheri-ledaership,was emphasized, the
highly dominant subjects,,emerged,as leaders...Bat when the task was ,

emphasized, there wo no significant difference between the WO groups
in terms of leadersft dmergence.

Results from.the abote studies tend to support Xhe'conclusion
that the noturie.of.,the task that confronts group-members plays an

. ihIpOrtant role in determining who emerges as a leader..-.It should be
pointed out that studies can be cited that are contrary to those .

revicwed above. Consistency of performance ih different groups with
varyihg.tasks has been found inthe same leader as well (Blake,
Mouton, and.FrUchter, 1954; Borg and. Tupes, 1958; and 2orgaIta,.1954).

If the situational view is,pursued to the ultimate extreme, it
\Siiggests that virtually any member of the group can become a leader as
long as favdrable conditions prevail. There is some evidence,
although not Unequivocal, .for this.potnt ofyiew (Zdep and Oakes,
1967). In the..Zdep and Oakes (1967) study,findividuals who were ini-
tially ranked low in leadership by other group,members following group
dtscussion werp,then either. reinforced for taking a mord.active role
or punished for remaining passive. Under these conditions, subjects

did indeed play a more active role. Even more interestirtg,.they were
ranked significantly higher in leadership by.other group members
following this second sessionthaW they had been after the initial

session.

However, in bold form, the situational view is sUbject to criti-
cism, too.'' It also presents a none-way" view of leader hip whereby
the situation appears as the controlling factor and seemingly "selects"

a leader. The more current viewpoint of the approaches discussed so
far is that they present a fartoo.simplistio view of reality
(Hollander and Julian; 1969; Stogdill, 1974). Rather than being

separate entities, the leader and situationLMerely_represent different

components in a continuing multidirectional process'Of.social

influence and exchange. 'As a reciprocal phenomenán, leaaers_not only
influence the situation and group members, but are influenced, In .

turn, by them. This interactive-transactional approach points to a

more complicated, and perhaps richer, view of leadership. It casts

new light on the leadership process and allows fresh possibilities to

be explored.

It may be useful to review some of these more recent con-

siderations. A distinction, which was not made in the earlier litera-
ture, can be made between leadership and the leader. Leadership is a

process of social influence and exchange among two or more interdepen-

dent persons who'are grouped together for the attainment of mutual,
goals. The leader, as a person, usually occupies a central role in

this process. In the last two decades, research interest has shifted
from the leader as a unidirectional force to the study of the process

3
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of leadership. It is also important to realize that the leadership
process or transaction takes place over time and is continuously
changing. Most of the research studies, however, are one-Shot
affairs. There are very few longitudinal studies of leadership in the
iterature. It takes time for group goals , leader abi 1 ities, and

situational factors to become synchronized in a working relationship.
Many.of tlie early studies--and much of the recent literature--were
conducted on groups formed solely for the purpose of the experiment.
It is certainly reasonable to entertain the bel ief that such groups
will differ in significant ways from'well-established groups in formal
organizations (Jacobs, 1971). Another distinction that impacts on
the internal processes of the group is, between emergent and imposed
1 eadership. Emergent leadership usual ly ari ses from a loosely struc-
tured group and is contingent upon the consent of other group members.
Bales (1950) finds that a "task leader" and a "social-emotional
leader" often emerge from such- groups. By contrast, an imposed leader
is appointed by external authority in a formally structured situation.
Imposed leaders may or may not be perceived favoriably for attributes
that would Make them acceptable to group members as energent leaders
as wel . Surely, the source 9f the 'leader's authority as it is per-
ceived and reacted to by the 0.oup is an important component in the
leadership process. Other external restraints, often overlooked, are
instructional or organizational in nature. Appointed leaders are
usual ly assigned to groups with specific functions and related in
well-prescribed ways to other areas of operation within the organiza-
tion. The actions of such leaders can be highly determined by
the surrounding context. Under these conditions, leadership becomes a
means rather than an end in itself (Hollander, 1967). As Bavelas
(1960) suggests "organizational leaders" may well be those who perform
certain functi ons rather than having certain attributes of personal ity.

The Ohio Stateleadership 'Studies

The Ohio State Leadership Studies represent another clearly iden-
tifiable movement in the leadership literature. Rather than study
personality traits, the new effort concentrated on the behaviors that
individuals displayed in leadership positions. Hemphill (1949a) and
his associates constructed a list, of approximately 1,800 items
describing different aspects of leader behavior. The items were then
sorted by staff members into nine categories or .subscales; 150 items
were found on which sorters agreed about the subscale to which an item
should be assigned.. It was from these. items that the first Leader
Behavior Description Questionnaire developed (Hemphill, 1950; Hemphill
and Coons, 1957). Several factor anaritic studies performed 10, Halpin
aid Winer (1957) of item intercorrelatiorys produced two factors, iden-
tified by Hemphill as initiating structurivand consideration. Two

different patterns of behavior, rather than the nine originally
suggested, actually composed the scale. For more than 25 years, the
concepts of -nitiating structure and consideration have been an
i ntegral part. of the language of leadership and its measurement.

4



According o Fleishman (1973), initiating structure involves acts that
imply that the leader "organizes and defines the relationships in the

group, nds to establish well-defined patterns of communication and

ways of tting the job done (e.g., he assigns people' to pirticutar

tasks, he phasizes deadlines, etc.)" (pp.7-8). /

The Leader Behavior Description QuestiOnnairelwas first used with

Air Force personnel. Malpin (1954).found that supervisors tended to
evaluate positively those air crew commanders/described high on ini-
Aiating structure and evaluated negatively those described high 'on
consideeation. Crew member satisfaction,conversely, was positively
related to consideration and negatively related to structure during

training. For the same crews in combat, however, member satisfaction
was positively related to both consideration and structure; In am

educational setting, when teachers and principals are described as
high in consideration and structure, their pupils tend to make higher
scores on achievement tests (Brown, 1967; Greenfield, 1968; Dawson,

vi 1970). An industrial study by Fleishman and Harri ) found that

grievances and turnover tend to decrease with I eased supervisory

consideration, but increase with increase ervisory struture.

The underlying intent of the above studies was to tdentify speci-
fic leader behaviors that would be rel ted to effective group perfor-

mance as well as to member satisfacti so that leaders might be trained

to engage in these behaviors. A review of the literature by Korman
(1966) indicates that these lofty expectations have not been fully.,

realized. While there is general consensus thatconsideration and
initiating structure describe important leader behaviors, so far these

behaviors have not correlated cohsistently with group performance..

The Study of Military Leadership
t

It was shortly after World War II that the study of military

leadership started in earnest. In accord with the research temper of

the time, Otis (1950) published a paper entitled "The Psychological

Requirements Analysis of Company Grade Officers." In addition to sur-

veying the available literature, extensiVe combat interviews at the

division and small unit level were taken. Citations for medals among

officers were also analyzed. From all this information, clusters of
,-traits characteristic of good officers were identified. A distinction

//- that continues to be made/was made between garrison and combat
leadership. It was reakized that good garrison and combat leaders

might not display the/tame traits. As it turned out, identification,
of personality traits proved far too general to be useful for

selecting leaders. The'results of the Otis study were noteworthy not
simply because they made a distinction between garri,,Ion and combat offi-

cers but also because they pointed out that different things were

expected of officers.in different situations.



. Several research studies were conducted to develop performance
measures of small unit (squad) effeCtiveness and to identify reliable.
predictors of effective performance that dould be used for selectton
and placement purposes. All of these efforts weee basedon the pre-
mise that "combat success Tn modern Warfare is coming to depend, to an
ever-increasing degree, uPon the effective operation of small groUps .

of men, working in teaMs". (Havron, Fay and Goodacre1,1951, p. i).

Training small Linits in their group operations, and measuring
the effectiveness.-of such training, was seen to be important,
especially in vi.6W of the commitment of Ameeican troops in Korea. f

Because of this involvement, the emphasis of Havron's early study was
on the development of ways of assessing the operational readiness of
small units. The:technique used to measure effectiveness was a set of
criterion field problems. These, field problems were developed to cover
all the critical combat duties of a unit. The problems were then
administered Under standardized conditions; effectiveness was calcu-
Tated as the sum of scores derived from squad leaders, squad'members,
and total squad performance. Similar methods were used to_devel* and
evaluate field problems in later studies (Havron, Lybrand,.and Cohen,
1954a, b, c, d).

The drawback of Haveon's method seems to be tAat,, although team

interactions are recognized to.be the major element of suad effec-
tiveness, the actions identified for inclusion in the fierd problem
are those that primarily depend on individual skills. Group behavior
is difficult to measure unless It is something easily observed like.
"squad moves out on time" or "squad forms skirmish line." The criti-
cal skills of communication.among members and decision making by the
leader based on available inforwation were not considered. Nor did
the testing situation of these studies _allow. these skills to be exer-
cisedto'any significant degree. Performance was evaluated by com-
parit it to the standardized individual responses described as
appropriate behavior. .5.uch rigid situations do not allow for the
diversity fbf actions bd conditions that would occur in combat, .and
they do 6t measure what the research sets ou to measure,.

In'combat,Ahe most effective course f action will depend upon
the specific situation (conditions)--pr narily enemy.behavior, tut
including terrain and weather and oth variables as well. The tac-

tical moves (behavior) made by each de will be in response to early

moves of the opponent. This const y changes the stimuli and makes
"standard" situations .and solutions artificial. The advantage of
artificial situations is ease of performance measurement.- Each step

can be evaluated in isolation.since it-will notcheaffected by pre-
vious actions or affect subsequent actions. 146'v/ever-, this step-by-

step approach does notrreflect the true natUre df a combat Situation
and therefore will not produce a valid measurement of combat readiness
regardless of how steps are weighted rin a predictive formula.

6
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The second goal of Havron's studies was to develop reliable pre-

dictors ift.unit effecttveness. This was done by identifying
'personal/sOciological variables from htgh and lOw,scpring groups and

correla ing them to the scoresion the field problem. Variables were

conside ed for the leader alone, for each of the team members, and for

the teafl as a group. The variables ntruded: individual characteristics,

measur s of....144terperson relationships; and measures .of group-derived

motivations toward Army- efined goals. 'Analysis of thesiNariables

did not peo0uce a signifi ant degree df correlation except for/a low

correlation between ineyidual characteristics of squad leaders and

criterion scores. m-

.7

In the 1950s a project called Offtrain undertook the development

of a leadership course for junior officers from which a series of

research reports resulted (e.g., Lange, Rittenhouse, and Atkinson, 1956;

Lange, Campbell, Katter, and Shanley, 1958;lange andftJacobs, 1960;

Jacobs, 1962; and Jacobs, 1963). Lange, Rittenhouse, and Atkinson

(1956) used a combined film-discussion techniqee to portray realistic.

leadershio.problems and to allow participants to engage in 'the

problem solving process. Students who received the film-discussion

ptechni e showed eater improvement in'the quality of their solution'

than di student who received regular training. It'wai concluded. -

that suc1 a fil discussion technique would improve leadership

traininqJ

Another study sought to descrtbe the actual day-to-day, onrthe-

job leadership behaviors that distinguish effective and lineffeCtive

infantry platoon leaders (Lange, Campbell, Katter, and Shanley, 1958).

u brief, it was found that effective leaders clearly and consistently

emphasiled performance as i basis for reward and.punishment, clearly .

communicated desired standards, and provided precise 4nformation for

needed improvements. t is-apparent:that these behaviors are what is

meant by the term'initiating'structure." In the sequel study, Lange

and Jacobs (1960) developed the Leader Behaviors Questionnaire (LAQ)--

a paper-and-pentil measure of the leader behaviors encountered in the

earlier Study. The LAQ was conceived as an economical device to be

used after training to assess the 'degree to which the actual 'on-the-

job behaviors of platoon leaders had beekjavorably modjfied. There

was satisfactory agreement among platoor'Members with regard to the

behavior descripttons they gave heir platoon leaders. It was

concluded that the LAQ measured fairly well those leader behaviors it

was designed to measure. Jacobs (1963) next developed a leadership

course based11) on the research findings that identified effective and

ineffective leader actions, and (2) on previously demonstrated effective

training methods. The course focused on the.effect of the leader's

actions on both the morale of h'ts,men and the unit's ability to

perform assigned tasks. Students' reactions to the course were .

reported as favorable.
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Research on leadership at the NCO level is of equal interest and

importance. Clark (1955) and his'colleagues interviewed the members
of 81. rifle 'souads on the front line during.the Korean conflict to

determine some of the factors, associated with effective squads. The

men were asked With whom they Would like to hare a bunker, go on,

leave,.or fight. Varioussociometric indices ere obtained for
acceptance pattern's and ,friendships among squad and platoon members.,

These.indices were then related to effectiveness as judged by
superiors' ratings and successful combat mission . Five non-combat

functions, some related to the "emotional dint " of,the squad, were
, found characteristic-of effective Squads.° According.to Clank (1955)

they vere;

t

Mana,ging. Manag g the squad,involves supervising the distribu-

tion and mainte ance of supplios and equipmenti serving as a channel

of communications, and assuming the responsibility for seeing
that the squad carries out its assigned mission.

Defining. .Defining rules and Procedures for appropriate behavior is

largely a verbal activity. Individuals performing this,function
initiated discussions among squad members, talking about what the

men wanted and needed. "Definers" progoted understanding of what

was expected of each man in the squad/

Modeljng. Performing.as a model is a verbal process in which,
.throdgh discussions, squad members come to 'agree on what

activities constituted appropriate behavior. An individual who
performs this function might be described by squad rates as "the'

best all-around combat man" or "whatever he,does, does the

best he can."

Teachin2. Teaching squad mates is a function that requires two
attributes: to teach one has to be skilled in some pperation-and

be able to explain the process or operation An a way understand-

able to others. 4:

Sustaining. Those individuals who sustained squad mates
with:emotional support were described as: "He's easy to talk to;"(-'1

"He listens to our gripes and helps to set things straight;" and

"He just seems to understand thtnge." The.sustaining function

wai seen as having thdrape4tic value--interpersonal problems
come out in the open and are settled. Squad members develop more

confidence in each.other and seem to be a closer, More 4armonious 4

group.,.

-414
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.':' Table 1, adapted f..'om Clark (1965); shows the number of squads in
.'

which the leadership.function was performed, and who in the squad
,

/
.

actually performed the function'... t

TABLE .1.

Performance Of Five Leadership Functions

In 6 9 ..Squads (Adapted From Clark, 19 5 5)

dik

Function

Number Of Squads In Which

Fun.ction

was performed twas not performed

Function

'Squad
1

Leader

. 5

Performed

Assistant
Squoad

Leader

By

Other
Squad

Member

41-----
Manbging 67 2 . 64 37

Defining 52 17 35 .19 14
L.

.

43 13 a

Teaching

,26-

26 43 - 14 6

\----) Sustaining 24 45 11 7 T1
,

,

t--,

It is clear that the ma rial functions of managing the squad and

defining rules and pro dures for acceptable behavior werq the most

frequently performed ac.ivities. Performing s a model, teaching, and

sustaining with epotion.l support--functions that encompass inter-

perSonal skills c rtainly in4evtdenc (in approximately 36% of

the squads) bu rably less so thaifthe managerial functions.

It is also iqeresting to note.that it ts primarily.the squad leader

or assistant squad leader who performed the managerial functions while

the interpersanaf.functions of Modeling, teaching, and sustaining were

as likely to come froM other squad members. Since not all the

functions were performed by the leader, this suggests any training

program must be focused on the platoon members as welf.

Sociologists'and social.psychologists for a long time have

realized that groups display qualities that are more than simply a sum pot

of their individual parts. It is therefore not surprising that military

'social and-behavioral scientists would be interested in investigating 7w
the conditions that distinguish successful squads from unsuCcessful

ones.. Watson (1978) reports on a series of studies performed by the

Army's Perupnel Research Branch )n which field e,xgrcises that included

.
reconnaissance, attack, and defense elements werk developed to pinpoint

differences between good and poor squads. :These 34ferences were then

correlated with simple and economical psycfiological g. Accord-

ingly, squads with men As were sociable and conventionally "masculine"
0

,performed effectively, as did squads who were psychologically homo-

geneous (men who had similar levels of aspiration). Squad membdr.

9



were also given a questionnaire that measured the extent to which.

they wanted to share non-military activities, garrison activities, and
combat duties. Squads that had quite a few isolatesmen who werR not
chosen by anyone for shared activitiesimperformed the poorest on the
field exercises.. The fewer favorites that a leader had (as reflected
in.how he distributed assignments among.his men) the better the squad.
Garrison behavior also tended to-,be related to exercise performance.
Men who maintained discipline when the leader wai absent, who kept
their weapons'ahd quarters clean, and who reported promptly for duty,
also did above average in the field. A general motivational factor is
perhaps the most plausible explanation forthis relatiOnship.

Coordination, or what otherscall team work, hai ..ohvious.rele- .

vance for small units. George (1966) developed a method that taught
men in a rifle squad how.to coordinate ,their.fire -to improve their.

kill ratio. your- or% five-man.,squids were instructed to fire-at
fleeting pop-up targets. -Once hit, the targets would not reappear
until'all the targts:had been hitthat is, he man.who just hit his
own target could not score any more, personal. hits and had to turn
his.attention to targets of his fellow squad 'members. Wide variation
existed among the men in their readiness to coordinate their fire.
Soop fired on targets when it was not.required and others fired upon

(1%dead targetst, To enhance,coordination, two changes were instituted;
the men were instructed to fire only at theil- awn and adjacent targets,
and the ammunition was redistributed so that the "wild shooters" were
given less ammunition than the est of the squad. The group trained

. in this fashion out-performed the conventionally trained group with
respect to.kill ratio. An important by-product of the coordination
training was increased self-esteem within the squad. George's

research is ;nteresting in that it-suggests what has long been.

expected: 6ordination among the members of a unit will improve some
measure of overall performancejalbeit in a fairly well structured
setting). It would be too much to assume,, however, that the same
finding would unequivocally generalize tO a more dynamic,,free-play,
simulation setting until such a setting can be empirically studied.

, 7

Effective communication, as will be seen, is' an ess4ntial group

p ocess upon which successful functioning of the squad depends. It is

nderstandablethat the Army is interested in manipulating different
aspects f communication in order to observe their effects on squid

performance. Dees (1969) developed a- tt.,4e tactical..problem based

upon the type of tasks that might be p formedibysinfantry squads in

decentralized combat operations. The co bdt simulations included:
1) a daylight search and destrcv operation, 2) a night raid, and .3).a
night.defense. Special events that required a communicative reacti9n
were introduced at each phase. Radio communication was manipulated'
so that no one had a radio, or just the platoon and squad leaders

had radios, or to a situation where everyone had a radio. The time

taken to spot a boobyfrap, to report it back to the squad leader, and
for,the squad leader to issue the appropriata order are examples of the



dependent Measures used. Observers atso rat d the squads on .

maintaining noise d4scipline, maintaining co. Igith squad elements)

following designated procedures, and keeping leaders informed of

relevant developments. Across a wide variety of everts--evaluatio'n of.

casualties, defending a landing tope, organi/ing a successful assault--

the distribution of radios had a significlint effect on the time taken.

-to perform theie operations. Too many two-way radios bad,a dele-

terious effect on the effectiveness of the unit. The most dffective

form of two-Way radio distribution was to ass'ign radios only to the

platoon and squad leaders. Chaos and needless chatter resulted when

eveeyane had a nydio.

Apart from the trait and Situatiofral approaches, leadership

research up until the late 1950s aOpedrs to have beenlhwarted by a

lack of direction. To be sure) tnere were pockets of lttivity sUch as

the Ohio State studies and the'leadership problems that'were of

0
interest to military inve*tigators. Overall, however, dispaete

,.approaches seemed to reig6 supreme. Fortunately, during the last 20

years, a'number of models.and theories have ay:ared on the leadership

scene and have povided some needed guidance se seeking'eMpiri-'.

cal relationships. Many of the models are qbite eecent and have

not been adequately tested. Others have,generated,gonsiderable,

researdh and, while lheir status among theoretically-oriented

investigators is mixed, there appears'to be a greater sharing and

cross-fertilization of ideas. It is our intention tO review briefly

the'se theories and models that haye achieved some prominence. Uhere

it is appropriate to pinpoint flaws and I tfjacies, we will da so.

Some Current Models Of Leadership

Fiedler's Contingency Model

.
First to be considered is Fiedler's contingen madel of

leadership effectiveness (Fiedler,, 1967). Central to 'iedler's work

is his Use of a Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) score. 'A premise of

this theor,ptical model is that leaders vary in the degree of esteem

they feel for the person in the group with whom they least like tb

work. Thus, a person with a high LPC 'score describes his leas pre-

ferred coTworker in-a relatively favorable light. Such a spn tends

ta be tolerant, human relations-oriented, .and constitorere: of subor-

dinates. A person with a low LPC.score, on the other hand; describes

his least preferred co-worker in an unfayorable light. This.person

tends to be task-oriented and is less concerned with human relaIions.

The 00-instrument consists of a set-id of.16 or'28 eightypoint biOo-

lar adjective pairs modeled after the semantic differential (Osgood,

Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957). The contingency aspects of Fiedler's

model propose that the important factor in determining whether,high or

low LPC leaders would be more effective in leading a group would be



- 'the'degree to which the s'itudtior favored Vie. leader. The de6ree of
favorability, according to the mddel, is'a function of three factors:
1) leader's relationships w h Vow) members, 2) the degree of task
structure facing the group, a .) leader's pokition of power. A

highly favorable situation is one in which the lepder enjoys good
relations with other group members, the task is highly structured, and
the leader's power in the group is strong. *The converse would hold
true for an unfavorable situation. Fiedler next predicted that
LPC leaders (task-oriented) would be very effective in situations
highly favorable to)the* leader since the g aup situation is already
geared for.such a leader. In situations hiily unfavorable to
leadership, a lqw LPC leader would also be e ctive,since under
adverse conditions a take-control type of lead is needed for effec-
tive functionifig. Under conditions that ar nly moderately .

favorable to the leade however, a high style ofleadership (non-
directive, human relation oriented) is considered best in order to

A improve group cooperatio and morale. .

The situational ba e fro which Fiedler constructed his model is'

quite broad and ranges og, mong other. ings, anti-aircraft
artitlery crews,on training missions (Hu chios and Fiedler, 1960) to
church groups on distussiofi problems (Fiedler, Bass, and Fiedler,
1967). In his best known work; Fiedler (1967) found interactions be- .

tween LPC score and sifliNon favorability tWat conformed to the .
model. 471i's research, however, has not escaped criticism. A number of
writers have pointed out that thppost hoc development of the model
isolates it from the self-correcting irifTilences of 'disconfirming
empirical.results (Gradn, Alvares, Orris,,Imd Martella, 1970; McMahon,
1972, Schriesheim*and Kerr, 1977). The studies cited in support of
the model are'the sa7ns,ones used to construct it! Since the model has
been revised and chaViged to fit the results, these same studied cannot

be used in support of the model. I addition to methodological

4'1

problems, data offered in support f the model often fail to meet.
standard prescribed levels of signi cance (Graen, Orrls, and Alvares,

1971). Another.problem centers on the construct validity of the LPC
.

score. Schriesheim and Kerr (1977) note that'it is "a measure in
search of a medning"--or as Fiedler ee Chemers (1974) state,
"Understanding LPC has been a. maddening and frustrating odyessy. For

nearly 20 years, we have been attempting to correlate it with every
conceivable personality trajt and every conceivable behavior obser,
vation score. By and large these angJyses have beeh uniformly
fruitless" (p. 74).

It is apparent that the contingency model is not without its
.shortcomings. It is, however, the best known of all the situational
theories and has, played an important role in generating systematic
research and in stimulating others to develop alternative theories ,

incorporating different variables.

so "lw
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House's Path-Goal Theory ..ed

a
.

The original
.

verstonof House's (1973) path-goal theory attempted

to define situationally the tausal relationships linking the leader's

initiating of structure and consideration to Subordinates' performance

and work attitudes. In this model; a leader who initiates structure

k, assigns particular tasks, specifies prdcedures tobe followed, clari-

fi.es his efpectations of subordinates, and schedules the workload.

Consideration is used to describe the degree to whidh the leader

creates,a supportive environment, characterized by warmth, help-
.

fulneSs, and a concern for the personal welfare of,subordinates.

Leaders who thitiate structure for subordinates have generally been

rated higher_k superiors amd also have higher producing work groups 1

'when compare to;_leaders' low on initiating stru6t-ure (Filley and

House, 1969). It is reported that leaders who are copsiderate of

i subordinates have more satisfied employees; however,studies that'
At

/ have attempted to pinpoint the relationship between initiaiihg struc-

. ture and subordinate satisfaction have produced conflicting results.

Inittating structure among unskilled'and semi-skilled employees .

. appears to roult in dissatisfactioms grievances, and turnover

(Fleishman and Harris, 1964, while for employees 'situated in large
1

groups initiating structure is.more palatable (Hemphill,.1950; Mass,

1950; Vroom And Mann, 1960). In'this way, House (1973) thus,tried to

reconcile these conflictfng findings under a set of general proposi-

, , tions from which they could be logically dedueed. The theory posits

that-the leader's effectiveness in performing either of these motiva-

tional functions is dependent,upon the structure of the Vasy,..,,,In an

unstructured,situation, the effective leader,will be one-Wno clarifies

the paths aefd subordinate work roles Tor task accomplishment. By

removing the oadblocks to successful work krformante; it,is

. suggested'that greater subordinate satisfaction and intrinsic reward

twill accrue. 'On the other hand, if a.leader tries o initiate stOk-

ture oh tasks that are already highly structured, such,attempts may be

perceived by'subordinates as excessively directive and restrictive.

4nder these circumstances, it would behtove the leader to motivate his -

or her subordinates with considerate direction.

Sheridan, Downey, and Slocum (1975) tested the notion that there

is a caDisal linkage between,eader behavior and subordinates' per-

ceived expectancies, which, in tUrn, is.supposed to affect job Terfor-

mance and sattsfacOlm. They examined leader behavior along four

dimensions--roleAlarification, supportive,lparticipative, and

autocratic. Houte and Mitchell (1974) maintained that each of these

leadership styles would differentially lead to effective task perfor-

mancesand employee satisfaction under different task struetures, In

brief, role 'Clarification was considered timal for subordinates

jengageds_in unstructured tasks; supportive leader behavior was best

matched cwith highly structured work; par cipative leaders were'

considered most effective with subordinates engaged in ambiguous and

1 3
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. poorlyodefined tasks; autocratic ltadership was expected to have an'
;A adverse effect on subordinate satisfaction and performance in both

structured and unstructured 'task situations. The results of tht
Sheridan, al. (1975) study .did not provide support for the above
causal rel4tions. Leader behavior was tound to be relatedto subor-
dinate satisfaction and motivation, but not to job performance. The
relationships that were found'were of a reciprocal nature and thus
causal lanitage to leadership cannot be.inferred. Task structure did
not appreciably moderate these relationships. These results suggest

' that leadership behavior per se has only a weak impact on theocri-
terion variables testeeso far. Obviously, additional variables need
'to be considered ft* a sizable portion of the variancg,is to be ,

accounted for. House and Dessler (1974) suspect tharlhe
subordinate's need for achievement and affiliation, the norms of the
primary work group, the formal authority°system of the organization,

, and-the subordinate's perceived ability relative to the task,demands,
may all be implicated in the relationship between leadership'Style and
subordinates satisfaction and performance. Part of the difficulty
with.path-goal.theory is that it may not he sufficiently operational
in providing clear., testable prepositions. As Osborn (1974) has
pointed out, "the exact dimensions of the subordinates environment7

tare not clearly defined' (p. 57).. Surely the environment varies in
ways other than simply structured and unstructured. ,

Graen's Vertical Dyad Linkages.

A somewhat different approach to the study of ladership has been
attempted byGraen and his associates (Dansereau, Graeo, and Haga,
1975; Graen and Cashman, 1975). Their primary focus is not on out-
comes butinstead on hoW influence processes develop and change over
time. According to Graen (1975) formal organ4zations set theestage
for role-making processes whereby dyadic (two-person) social struc-
tures emerge. -These dyadic structures alloa the tnterdependent indi-
viduals to estabish how they will interact and to agree on'
relationship norms. When role-making processes are used to describe
.the development of both interlocked behavior and relationship norms
between leaders and each of their Members, Graen and Cashman (1975)
speak of vertical dyad linkages (Vnx). An important developmental
aspect of the model is the occurrence of signs (early warning
detectors) of the emerging Oyadicstructures. These.signs att used to
prediet over time the nature of Ahe developing social structure. The

sign used in Graen's role-Making model is called ."negotiating latitude
beteen a. member and his leader." Used as an.4ndependent variable,
thiV'measure tries to assess the degree to which a leader will provide
individual assistance for a-group member. The basic idea is that a'
dyadic relationship that is characterized bvindividualized
assistance is moee likely to result in negotiated exchanges betagn
member and leader than oneJnot characterized by this treatment
variable (Grath) and Cashman, 1975). In-group or out-group exchanges

14
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4 are likely to follOW depending upon a group member's perception of his
leader as being either open or closed to requests 'for individualized
assistance. It s nOt assumed that a leader witi.be equally open to
all requests for individual assistance nor is jt assumed that a
member:s reactions to all leaders will be the same. In fact, Graen

and Cashman see the assumption,of.heterogeneous behaviors from both
the'supervisor and unit member as a unique and valuable feature of the
model that sets it apart from otherS. Not everyone agrees. Cummings

(1975) argues that "heterogeneity is equally as unrealistic as homoge-
neity while descr4bins leader behaviors and member reactions."

. , Cummings Cites equality considerations employed by a leader as a safe-
guard against charges of preferential subordinate treatment and the
time and energy costs associated with actihg heterogeneously as WO
good reasons for not behaving differently to each tubdrdinate. In the

same vein, as a result of similar past work-related reifforcement
histories and the generalized reinforcing properties of leaders,
'followers do not behave differently toward all leaders past and pre-
ssent. CumMings suggests that it is iust.as likely the leader may
become a discrimfnative stimulus for a general or homogeneous.class of
behavior. One only needs_to think of the "yes men" that surround

. leaders and the "groupthink" that stifles creative problem-solving
efforts to be convinced 'of the plausibility of homogeneity as well.
Cummings (1975) is also critical of the excessive constructural
baggage, fuzzy specification of dependent variables, andinconsistent
operational definitions of 'key terms in the VDL model. In fairness to'l

Graen and Cashman, it is best to remember that their model'does
. represent a new approach and,,while this is no.excuse for their lack of
precision, it will be up to subsequent research to demonstrate the
fruitfulness f their efforts.

.A Dec'ision Making Model

Vroom and Yetton (1973) have developed a decision making model of
:leadership that centers around the degree of.partitiOation of Subor-
dinates in the decision making process. Behavioral and social scien-

tists haVe generally argued for greater participation by subordinates
at the decision making level, however, the research evfdence 15 not
unequivocal on participative management. Studies that report that
increases in productivity can be brought abdut by subordinate par-
ticipation (Coch and French, 1948; Marrow, Bowers, and Seashore, 1967)

are offset by otherstudies showing no significant difference between

workds who did and those who did not participate in decision making
(French, Isrdel-; and As, 1960; Fleishman, 1965). As,is the case in

many areas where research results are conflicting, one suspects inter-
actions that may obfuscate any'order one hopes to find in the data.
The consgquences of subordinate participation in decision making most
likely vary from one sftuation to the next.. In their normative.model,c;

Vroom and Yetton (1973) attempt to pinpoint the kinds of situations
in which vdrious degrees of participation in decision making would
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seem indicated. One of the basic assumptidns that Vroom and Yetton

make is that emiership methods on decision processes will differ for

individuals and groups. .For purposes of exposition, we shall

Table 2 the leaper's decision wocesses that pertain to-groups. .1'.

'TABLE,2

Decision Methods for Group Problems

(Adapted from Vroom and Yetton, 1973)

AI. You solve the problem ,or make the decision yourself, using

information available to you at'the time.

Alj. You obtain the necessar'y information from your subordinates,

theri decide the solution to the problem yourself. You may "

or may not tell your subordinates that the.problem is in

getting the information from ,them. The role played by your

subordinates in making the decision is clearly one of providing

the- necessary information to you, rather than generating or

gvaluating alternative,solutionst

CI. You share the problem with the relevant subordinates individu-

ally, getting"their ideas and suggestions without bringing -.,

them together' ps a group. 'Then you make the decision, which

may or may ,notireflect your subordinates' influence. .

ICH. You-share the problem with your subordinates es a group,

obtaining tfheir collective ideas and suggestions. Then .

you make tHe decision, which may or may not reflect your

subordinates' influOnce.

GII. You share the problem with your subordinate as a group.

Together you generate and evaluate alterna ives and attempt

to reach agreement (consensus) on a solution. Your role is

much like that of *a chairman. You 'do not try to influence

the group to adopt "your"'solution.

.;



In their consideration of the empirical evidence that can be
brought to bear,00n the normatiVellicidet-Vrovm and Yetton differentiate
three classes of outcomes, that influence the ultimate effectiveness of
deciSions. These are:,(1) the quality or rationality (.degree of
Objectivity) of the dectsion, (2) the acceptance of the decision by suborz7
dinates.and their commitment to execute it effectively, and (3) the
amount of time required to make the decision. The evidence concerning
the effects of participation on these outcomes has been summarized by
Vroom (1970):

"The results suggest that allocating problem-solving and
decision-making tasks to entire groups as compared with the
leader or manager in charge of the groups requires a greater
.investment of man hours but provides higher acceptance of
decisions and a higher probability that the decisions will be
executed efficiently. Differences between these two methods
in quality of decisions and in elapsed time are inconclusive.
and probably highly variable.... It would be naive to think
that group decision making is always more 'effective' than
autocratic decision making, or vice versa; the relative
effectivenessof these two extreme methods depends both on
differences in amount of these outcomes resulting trom these
methods, neither of which is invariant from one situation
to another" (pp. 239-240).

The next step for Vroom and Yetton was to identify the properties
of the situation or problem attributes that serve as basic elements
f the model. Listed below are seven attributes of problems expressed
in the form of questions to be used by a leader in diagnosing a par-
ticular problem before choosing his leadership method (Vroom, 1976).

Question A. Is there a quality requirement such that one solu-
tion is likely to be more rational Ahan another?

Question B. Do I have sufficient information to make a high
quality deciSion.?

Question C Is the problem structured?

Question D. Is acceptance of decision by subordinates critical
to effective implementation?

Question E. If you were to make the decision by yourself, is it

reasonably certain'that it would be accepted by your
subordinates?

17
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Question F. Do subordinates share the organizational goals to,
be obtained.in solving.this problem?

uestion G. Is conflict among subordinates likely in preferred
so utions?

The above problem attributes are obvthusly continuous in nature;
however, thetare stated in "yes-no" dichotomous form to reduce the
Complexity of judgment faced by leaders.. AccOrding.to4room, managers
can diagnose a situation quickly and accurately 5y responding to these
questions. The judgments made on each of the attributes are used to
define a set of plausible alternatives. Rules are then applied that
eliminate decfsion processes from the plausible se,under certain spe-

-. cifiable conditions. The rules serve to protect the quality and the
acceptance of the decision. They can be stated as either verbal state-
ments or in the more formal notation of set theory. Altogether, Vroom
and Yetton (1973) pos.it seven rules. They are:

1) The informative rule, (An-B-=AI)* When the quality of the
de ision is important and the leader does not possess enough
in ormation or expertise, AI is eliminated from the plausible
s

.,

2) The trust rule. (ArIG-1*GII) If the quality of the deci-
sion is important and if the subordinateS cannot be trusted
to direct solutions towards organizatiohal goals, GII is
eliminated from the plausible set.

*For the reader not familiar with set theory, A signifies that the
answer to question A for a particular problem is yes; A-signifies'
that the answer to the question is no; r) indicates an intersection;

=.=. means "implies"; and Al signifies not AI. Thus An13 =-, AT tells
us when the answers to A and B are yes and no respectively, decision
process AI is eliminated from the plausible set.

18
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3) The unstructured problemyule. (A(166*>A1, AII,
When the quality of the decision is important, if the leader e)

lacks the nedessary information and if the leader does not
know exactlY what information is needed,who possesses it, or
how to collect it, methods that involve interaction among
knowledgeable. subordinates are likely to be efficient and
insure quality. Under these'cOnditions AI,' AII, and Crtre
eliminated from the feasOle.set., ,tt

4

4) Tfttacceptance rule. (EnTAI, AII). When the acceptance
of the decision briATO-Fdinates is, critical to effective
implementation, And if it is nOt likely that an autocratic
decision made by the leader would receive that acceptance,
AI and AII are eliminated from the plausible.set.

.

5) The conflict rule. (E(TnHAI, AII, CI) If the acceptance
'of the decision is critical, ari autocratic decision not likely
to be accepted, and subordinates are lIkely to be in caflict
over the appropriate solution, AI, AI1, and CI areaelimin4ed
from the feasible set.

111

6) The fairness rule. (AnErilT=44f, AII, ZI, CII) If the quality
of the deCision is not portant, and acceptance is critical lilt
not likely to result from an autocratic decision,AI, AII, CI,
and CII are eliminated from the plausible set.

.a

7) The acceptance priority rule. (EMG11GAI, AII, CI, CII) If

acceptance is critical, not assuriled by an autocratic decision,
and if subordinates can be trusted, AI, AII, CI,,and CII are
eliminated from theplausible set. ,

f;

key
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Application of these rules to a problem results in a decision
ree aS shown in Figure 1. Across the top are the problem attributes,

A-G. For any given problem, starting from the left and working toward
the right, one asks the "yes-no" dichotomous question't that are
encountered. At each terminus locition,pthe number designates the
problem type along with the decision processes that remain applicable
after the rules have been applied. It,can be seen that all problems
that ha've no quality requirements and in which acceptance is not cri-
tical are of Type 1. Type 2 refers to all problems for whicti quality
is not a concern, acceptance is critical, and the prior likelihood of'
acceptance by subordinates of the leader's decisjon.is low. The same
decision process flow defines the other types as well.'

a

I A

NO 1: Al,A11, Cl,
Cll, Gll

PIO
VE5

StAtP

the

Problem

2:G11

3: Al,A11,C1.
C11,G11

4: AI,A11,C1,C11

5: Gll

6a: Cll

A. .Is there a quality require-
ment such that one solution
is likely to be more rational

than another?
B. Do I have sufficient info to make

a high Quality decision?
C. Is the problem structured?
D. Is acceptance of decision by subordinatbs

critical to effective implementation?

L. If I were to make the decision by myself,

i: it reasonably certain that it would be

accepted by my subordinates?

F. Do subordinates share the organizational goals to be

attained in st.ilving this problem?

G. Is conflict among subordinates likely in-preferred solutions?
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FIGURE I. DECISIONPROCESS FLOW CHART FOR GROUP PROBLEMS.
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As illustrated earlier, there.are some problem types for which
more than one decision process remains in the feasible set. When this

occurs, Vroom and Yetton (1973) list a.number of'alternative decisiOn

rules that can be employed. For example, the number of man hours
required in solving the problem may be an important consideration
given a set of decision processes that equally satisfy both quality

and acceptance requirements. The method that'requires the least
investment in man hours is farthest to Ihe left and is the most
autocratic within the feasible set.. If investment of man hours'is not

of immediate concern, one mighebe more interested in the development.

of subordinates rather than the conservation of time. ExClusive

weight on denlopment would lead us to the most participative.prooess
in the feasible set (the one farthest to the .right).

In an attempt tb validate e model, Jago and Vroom"(1976) had
'leaders describe, in written form, 'a recent problem they had to solve

in carrying out their leadership ole and to specify the decision

process used in making the decision. The data generated frOm these
"recalled problems" were 'used to determine how frequently the
managers' reported decision processes corresponded to the nonnative ,

-model. In other research, managers were asked to select one success-

ful and one unsuccessful decision. The results showed.that "if the
managers' method of dealing with the case corresponded with the model,
the probability g the decision being deemed successful was 65

percent; if the Trethod disagreed with the,model, the probability of

its bbing deemed successful was only 29 Percent" (Vroom, 1976, p. 20).

Another research.hethod, labeled "standardized problems," evolved,

.around the construction of a standardized set of eases that,involved

decision making problems. It is worth noting here that managers are
responding to incidents that they may have never experienced or never

will. rie that as it may, Jago and Vroom (1976, p. 11) report that
"analysiS of correlations and similarity scores support the hypothesis

that statements of intended behavior on problem set cases are predic-

tive of actual behavior :in simi)ar but real decision-making situations."

Not everyone agrees, however. The fact that actual behavior is
,never really measured is disturbing to some critics (Schriesheim and

Kerr, 1977). Managers are only asked' what they would do! Self-

reports on "behavioral intent" seem to form the basis of the model's

Validation; however, numerous studies (e.g., Jones and Nisbett, 1972;

Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, and Marecek, 1973) show that self-reports are

not statistically the same as descriptioris of the leader by others.

Another shortcoming is that Jago and Vroom seem to treat
leadership and managerial behavjors interchangeably. In fact, the

model focuses on only a small aspect of managerial behaviorthat of
subordindte participation.in the decision making process. This raises

a serious question of how applicable the model is to other settings.

Could the model be used profitably in an engagement simulation (ES).

21
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setting? Since the model addresses only a fe* of the numerous'
variables fnvolved in ES, at best it would account for only a small ".

portion of the total variance. It should alto be remembered that Ihe
subordinates in Jago and,Vrodm's (1976) study were no less than mid-
level managers themselves, equivalent to perhapS captains in the U. S.
Army 'with respect to.level of responsibility. The subordinates in
which we are interestedthose who compose a-platoonare not as
sophisticated nor do they have the same decision making experience as
Jago and Vroom's subjects. The whole issue and relevance of the Vroom
and Yetton model may be superflyous if PFCs and Corporals, either
because of personal shortcomings or Army doctrine, are excluded frail
any decision making responsibility. ,

All of the above Approaches have heightened our understanding of
the Intricacies involved in the leadership process. Investigators
have learned, however, there is no singular,appreach that will answer
all their questions concerning leadership. The present writers found
this even more true after examining the literature ith a specific
purpose in mind--that of identifying leadership fa orS and processes
affecting the.outcome of ES exercises. No one, to 'bur knowledge, has
developed a leadership model solely for this purpos It has been.
stated (Schriesheim and Kerr, 1977) that all current leadership
theories and models share two characteristics in common: 1) none of
them systematically accounts for very much criterion variance, and 2)
all of them unconditionally assume--regardless of the circumstances--
that leadership is the most significant determinant. And what of the

situational approaches? Even they assume that there is going.to be an
appropriate leadership style for each situation encountered. It may

well be that there are many situations for which leadership behaviors
(as studied so far) are irrelevant.

An Information Processing Approach

One general avende of approach that strikes us as promising is to
view the leaders -and Subordinates to ES as processors of information
or as problem solvers. A human information processing view is a rela-,
tively recent arrival as far as approaches to leadership are
concerned. An interesting paper by WYnne and,Hunsaker (1975), which
focuses on how the actions of task-group leaders and subordinates are
mediated by each member's cognttive-style, is representative of this

approach.

The importance of information and how it is processed, organized,
and acted gon in relation.to a leadership context has already been
demopstrated as a topic amenable to empirical investigation., One
interpretation of Fiedler's LPC score is an index of cognitive
complexity, that is, the degree to which an individual or group dif-
ferentiates and integrates information (Driver and Streufert, 1969).
Foa, Mitchell, and Fiedler (1971) suggest that leader success may well
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be conditional mpon a match between the complexity characteristics
inherent in the group tast and the level of cognitive functioning
demonstrated by the leader. A good example comes to mind. At'ES
exercises at Fort Pickett.(1978), one particular squad leader soon
acquired a moderate degree of respect for his ability to manetiver cle-
verly and, using his six-poweredscope, site oilbsition forces in
simple individual combat situations. However, when.the problem became
more complicated and he was put in the position of reading map coor-
dinates and adjusting artillery,aile !Tent 20 minutes in one location
trying to figure out how it could be done.. His level of -cognitive

functioning did not match the task, and he and his squad were 'rendered
casualties by the opposition's indirect fire.

Rice and Chemers (1973) found that leaders high in cognitive
complexity were more flexible acfoss different situations than low
complexitpleaders. It has also been found that optimal job
c9mplexity (neither too high nor too.low) produces greatest per-.
formance and satisfaction (London and Klimoski, 1973). Highly rele-

vant to the relationship between information processing.and effective
leadership is Ryan's (1970) treatment of intentional behavior..
Individuals direct their own behavior (and the behavior of others)

when: 1) they are expoted to 4nformation abotA an issue, 2) they, per-
ceive the information as important to themselves, 3) they dre able tO

integrate the information, and 4) they conceive of situation-relevant
alternatives based upon the processed information. In accordance with
Ryan's conoeptualization, House (1973) and Dessler and House (1972)

find that a high amount of information is.required for effective

behavior in conditions Of low task structure and role ambiguity. In.

the ES situation, task structure and role clarification deteriorates

soon after the platoon leader is killed. Survival"of the platoon
often depends upon how well group members respond to cues and other

sources of information regarding the enemy's movement. Berlo (1974)

has shown that as uncertainty and complexity increase, access.to and

control of inforplition displaces formal authority as a primary source

of influence.

A closely related way of conceptualizing leadership skills in the

ES context is to look at the platoon or squad leader as a problem

solver. We view problem solving as a skill. Like any other skill, it

is something that a person acquires, rather than an innate quality.

Proficiency with problem solving is thus dependent upon prictice, the
acquisition of subskills, and their subsequent execution. It relies

on pxst experience,.is subject to further development through appro-

priate training, and involves the coordination of omnplex component

processes such as responding to cues, organizing information, gen-
erating ideas and'evaluating alternative courses of action. Strate-

gies are employed and give direction to one's activities. When the

problem solving task involves many members, the general level of

execution is strongly affected by the adequacy or inadequacytof each

member's skills. Inabillty to perform these required skillt has

often been observed in ES exercises.
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Against The Mainstream!,

Contributing to the diVersity of the research literature, a
-

number of individuals, each marching to a different drunimer, seriously
,question much of what is being done in the field. One of those who
Thas departed\ from the mainstream is-Argyris (1976a,"1976b). As it
concerns leadership, Argyri.s objects to much of'the current research
/iterature, which ,he characterizes as Model 1 befravior. Model 1 behay- .

ibrs are characterized by the desire "(a) to slefine unilaterally the
'purpose of the situation; lb) to win and not to lose; (c) to suppress
feelings; and (d) to'emphasize intellectual aspects of.everyday life"
(Argyris., 1976c, p. 639). According to Argyris, such behavior tends
to generate dominance, defensiveness, deceptiOn, and manipulation in
people. The reCeipt of valid feedback is inhibited by unilateral,
control. As an alternative, Argyris promotes Model 2 behavioral pat.."
torns, characterized*. open inguiry,.mutual trust), and shared deci-
Vion making. It is implied that Model 1 behaviors are inherently bad
because they-do not promote personal growth. .Argyris notes that it
is not too difficult to get people to espouse the principles of
Model 2, but it is extremely difficult for...people to actually put the
Oinciples of Model 2 into use. They tend to fall back tm Model 1 ,

behaviors. Such findings 1Y.e not surprising', given the disappointing'
results of research on T-groups,as it relates to leadership (St'ogdill,
1974). Itsis fairly easy to adopt and verbalize the principles of
openness Old trust in a T-'group setting; however, these principles
are rarely reflected in significant changes in interpersonal effec-
tiveness in the work environment (Campbell and Dunnette, 1968; House,
1967). .

Another work that critically qUestions current approaches to
leadership.js a tollection of widely divergent papers edited,by McCall
and Lombardo (1977) and entitled Leadership: Where Else Can We Go?
Although the papers are not empirically oriented, the major criticisms
are, none-the-less, germane. Among the major criticisms, also made
elsewhere, are: (a) le p is assumed to be invariably important--
the sine 4ua non, to e neglect of other factors; (b) research limits'
and imposes a unifo ity of leadership behavior that .does.not really
exist in the real wo ld; (c) it neglects to look at the overall
system, of vhich lea ership is only a part; and (d) the issues and
problems that are ad ressed are basically insignificant ones. In

the same book, Pfeff (1977) comments on the difficulties that
ambiguities of leader hip definitions cause in studying leadership.
He also notes that, c pared to other variables, leadership has not
been shown to have a eliable impact on organizational performance. The

criteria used to select leaders are often irrelevant considering
the missions of the organization.
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Pfeffer has furthermore turned to the literature on attribution'

theory in an,effort to. make sense out of leadership ftndings. Often

success or a.ilure is attributed to the leader in spite of hts actual

impact oh Organizational outcomes.- Heller (1971)ehas'.found, for

example, that senior subordinatts of managers tend to overestiifiate

their involvement in the decisions of their4superiors when compared to

the reports of the superiors themselves. According to Jago and Vroom

(1975) "the subordinate, himself a manager, exaggerates his role in

the decision process creating in his subordinates the inaccurate per-

ception of his responsibility for the outcome. The suberdinates 000 are

likely to thus infer use of an.autocratic mode of decisiont-making at

the level of their awn superior when in fact the actual process used

may have been of another type" (pp. 27-28).

Attribution theory also tells vs that we are likel.Y to qike

situational attributions mheji it comessto inferring the cause.% of

substandard outcomes that personally concern us, but when the same

substandard outcomes involve others, we are likely to make, disposi-

tional attributions. For example, if Harry doesn'tyeceive an

'expected raise he may attribute the cause to the poor fiscal tarning

of his company, but if Sam in the next office doesn't receivd .Lraise,

Harry is likely to make a dispositional attribution (e.g., Sam's'level

gof competence doesn't warrant a raise). Vroom (1974) cites the

'following research in support of what-is known as ,the attribution error....

"Results reporied"[from thirty-nine managth and 0.

eighty-nine subordinates, responding with respect

to a set of thirty concrete but hypothetical ,

situations] show significantly less variancernin
subordinates' descriptions of their superiors'
behavior than in either the subordinates' or
supervisors' self-descriptions. Since situational

variance is the antithesis of a generalized trait,

this finding can be interprgted as consistent with,

Jones and Nisbett's conclusion (1972) that actors

tend to attribute their actions to situatiOnal

requirements and the actions of others to stable

personal dispositions" (p.25).

Along 'hese same lines, Rush, Thomas, and Lord (1976) note 'that

in 'studies using questionnaire measures of perceived leader ehavior

an unknown proportion of the effects attributed to the leader's actual

behavior may instead stem from other sources. Rush et al. el.,orate

further on why subordinate descriptions of leader behavior may e

biased:

;

(
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"It seems unreasonabae to assume that raters per-
ceiNe and remember:all the leader behavior displayed
in'a given situation and then are able to accura-
tely access this information at a later time when
filling out a behavioral questionnaire: What s'
more likely is that raters rely heavily on
stereotypes and implicit*theories to reduce the
amount of-information processing required in per-
ceiving and understanding the behavior of others"
(pp.14-15).

Ilgen and.Fujii (1976) have found that subordinate descriptions
of leader behavior tend to be statistically unrelated to descriptions
byindependent observers and'ar0 also'unrelated to descriptions by '
the leadersthemselves. This awareness that 14pders are perceived
objects is certainly bound to figure in subsequent research, the -
issue is not merely academie. Calder (1976) advocates that future
research not only identify what variablo affect the perdeption of
leadership,. but also that research effiirts should locus on-the underlying
nature of the attribution process.

As the diversity of the above studjes attests, the task of trying
to characterize the research literature is not an easy one. It would'
be presumptuous toexpect the research literature to be organized in .

such a fashion as tb render a discernible listing of leader skills and
group interactive processes. ,Therefore, our-interest,in what follows-

. is to focus':on the literature as it pertains to the leader skills we
have identified and to draw also from relevant combat and ES exper-
ience of research personnel. From'these primary sources, we hope tO
establish a rational framework upon which.a useful taxonomy can be
constructed. I

A Leadershipf.Taxonomy for Tactical Settings'

On the basis.of historical-ES data.(batIle narratives, audio
tapes, and net control sheets collected:at ES execises), the litera-
ture research, and research stafflIES/combat experience, a listing of
leader skill categories (Appendix A) and individual leader skills
(Appendix B) was developed. The skin categories 'were arrived
at'inductively bY listening to audio, tapes and examining battle
.narratives, listing the individual skills involved, and arriving
at a general skill category under which ihe numerous thdividual
skills could be subsumed. If,there was'a parallel skiTl category
already existing in the research literature (e.g., initiating
structure) that consisted of the same skills involved in ES, it

26.
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was readily adoOted. Many of the skill categories% however; did
not have identical counterparts in the research literature.

Appendix A shows the identified skill categories, subsumed under

five broader headings, as. follow: (a) management skills--planning,
execution and control, initiating structure, and interacting with

subbrdinaes and superiors, (b) commudcation skills--transfer of .
information, and pursuit and recelpt of information, (c) problem
solving'skillsidentification and interpretatiol of des, weighing
alternatives, and choosing a course of action, (d) tacitcal skills--

application, and (e) tethnical skillsequipment and basic.

It should.be.noted that the skill categories are not mutually

exclvsive. At times,.one could think of twasometimes three, skill

categorieis under which-A particular'skill could be placed. A matrix

'of indivfbual skills for each of the skill categories is reported in

Appendix-13. To the extent possible, these skills have.been
in the form of opertional definitions. In additipny the research

staff addressed each Andividual skill"b*ciding: whether the skill

clearly occurt ip a tactical situation, the most approprate skill

category under which the skill could'be placed (pnimary relationship

and to what other 'skill category the skill relates (secondary rela-

tionships).

It has been thenkoned that the l der skills and categories dc

not exist independealy of one anothr4ior are they static% as a c'

simple chart or listing may suggest. For ease of exposition, the

skill categories are treated individually in what follows.. However,

it is.best to remember that they collectively interact in a very
k

intricate fashion.

' Management

)1

The relation between management and leadership has not been 6'

topic of systematic inquiry. Surely, there is a relation, but it

is not easy to delineate. Most definitions of leadership assume4a -pro-

cess of interpersonal inflabce or interaction:-

"Leadership is the ftocess of influencing group
(..actiNi,ties toward goal setting and goal

achievement" (Stogdill, 1948).

"Leadership is the initiation of acts that result
. in a consistent pattern of group.interaction

directed toward the solution of mutatl prob
(Hemphill, 1954).
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Leadership thus pusits a cOlation among people whereby the
influence is unevenly distributed. The' necessary complement to
leaderthip is followership--the two do not exist in isolation.
Accordingly, mana4ers whose work involves the direction and. super-
vision of other people are in leadership positions. However, not all
anagers have supervision over Anplbyees. Some, like a produce
manager in a supermarket, manage things, not people. Thus, not all
managers are in leadership positions. What about the converse
relationship? Can we.haye leadership without management? It should
not be very difficult to demonstrate such a case. A leading micro-
biologist may have great influence in the scientific community
without exercising managerial responsibilites.

It is usually the case, owever, that leadership and managerial
positions overlap; managers find themselves in.leadership positions,
and leaders perform managerial functions. The infantry plkoon
leader is a good example. His primary role is that of a leader; he
has considerable ihflueTICe on the activities of fellow platoon members
toward mission a4OHnment., He is alsoa manager who must engage in

. such duties as oidentifying, training needs, planning, providing
logistical suppolt, and supervising equipment maintenance.

A useful technique for identifying important aspects of Mana-
gerial behavior has been the.critical incident method developed by
Flanagan (1954). A study by Williams 0956), reported in Campbell,
Dunnette, Lawler, and Weick (1970), illustrates the use of this tech-
nique. Wilkliams recbrded 3500 critical incidents of effective and
ineffective managerial behavior from a pool of V42 executives in
various.companies. These incidentswere grouped into the following

. categories:

Planning, organization, and execution of policy.
'Relations With associates
itTechnical competence
Coordination aHd integration of activities
Work habits
Adjustment to the job

Planning, organization, and execution of policy, good relations with
subordinates, and sound work habits were most frequently associated
'with effective incidents.

A problem inherent to the development of a system of categories
that is to have'wide applicability for a variety of organizations
lies 'in the loose fit that often exists between the system and one's
particular organization. In the attempt to develop a system that has

considerable breadth and scope, the trade-off is usually a lack of
fidelity to the group or organization of immediate interest.. Because

t5 (*.:3
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of the unique,demands of different Organizational settings, one is

fftem better off in deriving one's ovn listing of critical incidents

.
for.effective and ineffective managerial behaviors. The critical

incidents method poses another problem. The Williams study tells us,

for example':.that the effectiVe manager "demonstrates, ingenuity in

soNing management problems" and "perseveres in efforts to reach

objectives." sIt doet not tell us, however, how one should go about

"demonstrating irgenuity"'or "persevering". We need to,somehow deline-

ate the behaviors our 'manager will display when "demonstrating ingen-

uity" or "persevering". Otherwise, resultant training programs will

be based chi lofty platitudes alonee The greatest value ol the+criti-

cal incident method lies in pinpointing functional areas of management

in which effective-and ineffective behaviors are likely to occur.

An examination of the skill categories chart (Appendix A) shams

,that management is used at a relatively high.leVel of abstraction. As

a broad and multifarious term, it needs to be an-bored to reality,

preferably. a tactical milttary setting. We have.already referred to

the Clark (1955) study on.leadership'functions. at the squad level

,during the Korean conflict. This study' clearly'showed-that managing

the squad was the most frequently occurring leadership"function and .

that it was the squad leader or assistant squad leader who mostofeen

performed this. function. Clark (1§55). was also fairly explicit in.

what he meant by managing the squad. It involved.supervising the .dis-

tribution and maintenance of supplies and eqUipment, serving as a

channel of communications, And insuring that assAned missions were

carried out.

Traditionally, management refers to,the efficient handling of

assets. In the ES context, these assets include people, equipment,

and support elements. Based upon our analysis of audio tapes and
battle narratives from various ES exercises and the listing of indivi-

dual skills that resUlted, four clusters or functional areas of mana-

gement became discernible. These were: planning, execution and

control, initiating structure, and interaction..with sbbordinates and

superiors The critical incident study of Williams, discussed above,

lends sj4porft to our Analysis. Despite slight differences in ter-

mino gy, it is interesting to find.that Williams' categories of a)

pl ning, organization, and execution of policy, and b) relations with

as ociates are'very similar to three tf our management skill cate-

go es of planning, execution and control, and interaction with subor-

dina es and superiors. Our other management skill category, initiat-

ing tructure, was, in turn, a frequent functional skill area in

Clark's infantry squad study. Clark (1955.), it will be recalled, used

the phrase "defining rules and procedures for acceptable behavior."

As a skill area, initiating structure has held'a prominent position in

the leadership literature. We shall now examine our four manaagement

categories in greater detail.
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planaiu. Planning is considered a managerial skill in various
treatments of leadership (Williams, 1956; Fiedler and Chemers, 1974;
:Uhlaner, 1970). While many authors cite planning as an impOrtant
managerial sk411, they do so in a relatively glib fashion. "Of
course, &manager has to be a good planner!" is the standard line.

.What 'constitutes a good planner is much harder to specify. One needs
first to, consider the context. In an ES or combat setting, planning
refeu to formulating the means by which.a tactical operation is to

..be executed and achieved. A'well-formulated plan, according to
FM100-12 Staff'Officers' Field Manual - Staff OPerations and
Prodedures (1977) is one that takes into acc-ount/ all things normally
included in all Army Operation Orders: objective, enemy situation,
friendlY situation, concept of operation, execution, and command and
signal. An analysis of tactiCal operations often reveals that the suc-
cess'or faiure:of an operation can be traced to the.adequacy of the
plan. The following combat experience of-Jones (1969) illustrates
this point.

Tri Province, Vietnam, a rif company was given the
mission to assault' a hill occupied by enemy orces. The assault was
launched from an adjoining hill occupied by r ants of a sister com-
Pany. This company had taken heavy casualties in a day of fighting.
The company commander's plan for assaulting the hill included the
following: 1) artillery fire and tactical air strikes against the
enemy positions on the hill, 2) a covering element to lay'down
suppressive fire with machine guns and Light Anti-tank Weapons (LAWs),
3) a two-platoon advance up the hill with Company Headquarters,moving
with the left flank platoon, 4) a support element to fire five E-8 riot
gas launchers (each launcher contained 28 gas rocket pods), and 5)
attacking platoons Were to don gas masks one-half to two-thirds of the
way up the slope. This command was given over the command net. A red
star cluster was the back-up signal for launching this gas attack.

The operation was successful. The gas attack was launched
, against the enemy occupying the.hill. The North Vietnamese Army (NVA)
was not equipOed witht.gas masks,and was forced to withdraw. The two
attacking platoons occupied the hill with only two 'wounded. Jones
attributes the success of the operation to effective planning. An
analysis of the enemy situation told the company commander he could
expect heavy resistance. The day before, a coMpany assault nainst
enemy positions had resulted in.heavy casualties. The same 'company
had been overrun during the night. Another company was 'surrounded and
cut off from the battalion. Expecting heavy resistance, the company
commander's plan for assaulting the hill had two major components: 1)

to or4anize the platoon as a covering force so it could adequately
place effective suppressing fire, the number of machine guns was
doubled and the number of LAWs (M72 rockets) was tripled, and 2) to
.surprtse the enemy with an unexpeCted tactic, the company commander
anticipated the NVA would not have gas masks and that such an attack
would force the NVA to withdraw. Timing was important. The gas could
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not be fired.too early. If it was, the gas would dissipate and the
NVA could re-occupy the4 hill before the attacking platoons reached the
top. This part of the plan involved further components: a) selecting
a gas launch element and training the element during the night, b)
developing a plan for when the gas would be fired; which included
back-up signals in the event of radio breakdown, and c) issuing and
testing gas masks for the °attacking platoons.

The importance of 'planning is readily revealed when its absence .

produces disasterous effects. During an ES exercise* in Wildflicken,
West Germany (1974), an infantry platoon leader was given the mission
to delay an approaching tank column. The platoon leader did not deve-
lop a plan that took into account the disposition and coordination.of
the weapons systems that were available to him. These were 90mm
Recoilless Rifles (RRs), M72 LAWs, heavy anti-tank mines, and
contrb4led demolition. The platoon leader also did not formulate a
plan for withdrawal. Apparently as a result of the planning
omissions, the delay force damaged only one tank and.was partly.

overrun. ,Thq withdrawal was characterized by confus4on and part of
the force and its,equipment were left behind

Garland (1967) tells of the fatal impact of planning oversights

as well. In 1965 in Quang Ngai Province; Vietnam, a U. S. rifle com-

pany was conducting a sweep operation. The company commander left the
weapons platoon on a hill to provide fire support for the company as

it conducted its sweep into a valley. He did not plan additional

security for the weapons platoon. Two hours after the compaRy had
left the weapons platoon, it was attacked by a Viet Cong force and

overrun. This planning oversight resulted in 16 men killed and

six wounded. The Viet Cong.also collected 13 individual weapons,
ammunition, and two radios. f

The r'Tlation between planning.and other managerial skill cate-

gories is a close one. In fact, -planning helps to lay the ground-

work for our next skill category, execution and control.

ii references to LS exercises are based upon obser :ions of

Kinton research personnel,



ExeCution and control. As far as we can determine, there are no
equivalents to what we are calling execution and control ih the mana-
"gerial or-socio-psychological literature. An approximation to our
intended meaning comes from the military literature. Helme, Willemin,
and Grafton (1971) delineated eight 'general fActors of officer '

leadership in a simulated combat situation, two.of which were command.
-of men and execUtive,direction. According to these authors, command
of men refers to the direct command and control in a field operation
while executive direction, for the most part, refers to timely and
decisive actions and organizing ability. Execution and control of a.
tactical unit is a highly complex skill that is cjependent in varxing
degrees upon other skills (e.g., planning, communication,-technical).
A breakdown in any one of-theSe skill areas immediately lessens execuz
tion and control. Jones' combat experience in Vietnam (1969) is, once
again, illustrative.

An-infantry tank company team in Quang Tri province was
attempting to surround and destroy an enemy unit. The comparly team
commander was maneuvering.three rifle platoons and a tank pla-'
toon in an effort to trap the enemy unit. As these elements were
constantly changing positions in anticipation of the enemy direction
of.retreat, the need for effective execution and control was para-
mount. Contact with the enemy force caused the company team.commander

, to move his second platoon to a new blocking position on a ridgeline.
This change was not clearly relayed to the tank platoon leader.,,
Approximately.an hour later the tank platoon spotted movement on the
ridge. Assuming the movoment was the enemy force, the tank p1atoon
opened fire with their mai-n'guns. This execution and control error by
the company team commander resulted in seven d6d and 13 wounded among the
second platoon.

Leader difficulty in maintaini46 adequate execution and control
has also been apparent in ES exercises. At Port Lewis, Washington, in
August 1974, during an ES exercise, a rifle platoon was conducting an
assault on a bunker complex. Elements of the platoon had made con-
tact, and part of the platoon was also receiving some indirect fire. o

The platoon leader had decided to call for artillery support before
continuing his assault. However, at that time, the-platoon leader was
not.aware that one of his squads had penetrated the right flank of the
bunker and was still advancing. The platoon leader had not received
this information on the platoon radio net. Incoming artillery,.
sporadic small-arms fire, casualties, dense woods, and undergrowth all
contributed to the confusion on the battlefield and hindered the pla-
toon leader from knowing the exact status of his unit. The word to
pull back was passed, but the squad that had penetrated the comlex
did not receive this information and was-caught in the artillery
barrage. Twelve casualties resulted from this loss of control. These

additional losses weakened the platoon so badly that the assault could
not be sustained.



The above examples showthat execution and control is the actual
implementation and follow-through of a tactical operation plbn. It is a
multifaceted skill area representing an intricate Composite of other
.skills such as effective employment of men, maintaining com-
munications, contingency arrangements, setting a standard, and making
timely and unequivocal decisions.

V

ITILlIarli_sLIstia. As mentioned earlierl the term initiating
structure originated frtm the work of Hemphill (1949b) and was further
'ivolated in several factor analytic studies of questionnaire item k9
intereorrelations (Halpin and Winer, 1957). jt is one of two
leadership factors that has undergone extensive research during the
past 20 years, most notably by Fleishman and his colleagues (Fleishman,
1973). Because the term is already well defined and understood
by investigators of leadership, we have chosen tr retain the term
as it is used in the psychological literature. Essentially, this
definition ref,ers to the extent to which leaders are likely to define
and structure their roles and those of their subordinates toward goal
attainment. Initiating structure involves acts that demonstrate that
the leader organizes and defines tasks to be completed. People are
assigned to particular tasks and deadlines are set.

The need to define roles and tasks is extremely important in tac-
tical operations. The success of an operation is dependent upon
leaderstand their elements fulfilling the combat role assigned to
them. The failure to understand or comply with the assig.A mission
is Often the cause for the failure of a.tactical operation.

In June 1969 in Quang Tri Province, South Vietnam, a recun-
naissance team was given the mission to acquireintelligence on enemy
activities in a particular area of. operation (Jones, 1969). 'The team
was to avoid contact as the mission was strictly one of gathering
intelligence. The team oRerating in the assigned.reconnaissance
zone came upon approximately 15.NVA soldiers eating an evening meal.'
,Instead of reporting this information and plotting the coordinates, the
reconnaissance team commander decided to ambush the NVA fbrce. The
reconnaissance team initiated a hasty ambush and soon-found themselves
surrounded by a large NVA force. The team had actually stumbled into
an NVA base camp. The team took several casualtiks and a reactionary
force was committed to rescue them. This force also took heavy
casualties and the fighting continued through the night. By not

understanding or fulfilling his assigned role, the reconnaissance team
commander was not only responsible for unnecessary casualties, but also
allowed a large enemy unit:to estape before a coordinated operation
could be launched against it.

Initiating structure is especially important in combined arms

operations. Here the need for defined roles and tasks among the ele-
ments of a combined arms team is essential for unit success. Given
the lethality of modern weapons systems and the need to suppress those

A
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systems, each element of acombined arms operation must have a clear
understanding of. its role and how, it relates to other elements for
attainment of the mission. The ES 'exercises in Wildflicken, Germany
(1974) provide an apt example. A combined arms team was advancing
against forces with anti-tank capabilities. The task force commander
had employed his infantry to the front of the advancing tanks to pro-
vide a "protective umbrella" for his armor. Tank commanders were
instructed not to bypass the infantry. However, the tank commander of
the light section bypassed the infentry.as he advanced along the left
flank axis. The two tanks were engaged by enemy weapons systems and
destroyed. Of the elements of the combined arms team. (tanks,
infantry, anti-tank elements, and artillery), it was the tank com-
mander who departed from the existing structure. In brief, a depar-
ture from defined roles by any one element can diminish the chances
for unit success.

Intehction with subordinates and superiors. Our use of the phrase
"interaction WifFiraiainate and superiors" closely parallels what
the leadership literature refers to as "consideration." The Ohio
State Leadership Studies, previously examined, isolated consideration
as a prominent leadership dimension--the counterpart to initiating
structure. For the past 25 years it has been extensively studied
(Fleishman, 1973). Basically, this dimension refers to the degree to
which 'an individual's interactions with subordinates,and superiors
promotes mutual trust, respect, high morale, group cohesiveness, and
ult_tmately, progress toward goal attainment. Relations with asso-
ciRes, it will ..be remembered, was one of the functional managerial
areas of the Williams' (1956) study. Good interpersonal relation&
with one'S peers is an attribute, variously labeled, that appears
many places in the literature (e.g., McGregor, 1960; Blake and Mouton,
1964). We prefer the term "interaction with subordinates and super-
iors" because we find it more descriptive for a military setting.

The leader's interactions,with others need not be fixed, but
should adapt.to changes in the situation. In certain situations, a
very oxective, hard-nosed, task-oriented style of interaction with
subordinates will be most effectivele.g., if they are procrastinating
in digging defensive positions, a kick in the pants may work best).
At other times, however, an approachable, person-oriented style of
interaction will be most effective (e.g., a frustrated subordinate may
be trying to do a good job and only need encouragement rather than a
reprimand for his failures).

In combat, how well a leader develops mutual trust and support in
his squad or platoon depends on his ability to keep his men alive. The

'overriding concern of soldiers in combat is survival. soldiers iden-
tify with the leaders whom they feel Ofter the best chances of sur-
viving an engagement with the enemy. In a very short time the good
units and bad 'ones (and good and bad leaders) are cOmmonly known among
the soldiers and small unit leaders. For example, in Vietnam, Delta
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Company enjoyed initial succeSs against the enemy (Johes, 1969). In

one month, D Company killed approximately 60 enemy while suffering
only two wounded. The soldiers in that company had confidence in
their leaders and believed they had a good chance of surviying. In

another company in the same battalion, heavy casualties were sustained
on more than one occasion. The word was quickly out that one's chan-
ces "for making it" in that company were not good. Group morale and
cohesiveness were serious problems.

The same identification process has been observed in ES exer-
cises. During 19 weeks of observation of ES exercises at Fort Lewis,
Washington and Wildflicken and Betlin, West Germany, it was quite
apparent to the authors that soldiers identified with the leaders with
the best performance records. 'Leaders whose units continuelly suf-
fered heavy caskolties were often '.ubject to open.criticismand ridi-
cule. On the other hand, leaders who were successful seemed,to emerge
as folk heroes. One such incident occurred in Wildflicken. A defen-

. sive force had suffered i'luries of setbacks. Leader roles changed
and a platoon sergeant was given the mission of defending a town
against a tank infantry assault. The new leader planned a detailed
defense.of the village that included anti-tank mines and controlled .

demolitions covered by 90mm RRs on the main tank approaches into the
town. The defense was successful; four tanks were destroyed'as well
as most of the advancing infantry. -The sergeant received numerous
accolades from his soldiers and was.recognized as a leader who could
perform well in a battle situation.

Communication

Communication can be studied as a group process or as an.indivi-
dual skill. We shall pursue both approaches. In a well-known series
of experiments, Leavitt (1951) investigated the effects of various
patterns or networks of communications upon group behavior. In the
standard procedure, positions at a table are separated by panels so
that group members are unallie to see or speak to one another. Com-
munication networks (e.g., circle, Chain, Y, wheel, star) are
established-by keeping certain slots on the panels opened and others
closed. In the "circle" network, a person can only communicate with
adjacent neighbors. In the "wrfeel," all communications must pass
through the person occupying the nodal position of the wheel. The
problem facing the five-member group was to identify the single symbol
that each member held in common on a card containing several symbols
such as a triangle, square, and asterisk. It was found that stable
organizations developed by the fourth or fifth trial in the more
centralized networks but not in the circle. In the' wheel, Y, and
r.hain, the individual in the most central position transmitted more
rilessages than any other individual in the centraliz,?d groups. He

enjoyed his job-Vore than did peripheral members and was designated as
the leader on the post-experimental questionnaire. The most inef-

-ficient group was the'circle; this group sent the most messages and
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made the greatest number of errors in trying to identify the common
symbol. Group member satisfaction, however, was greater for members
of the circle group than for peripheral members of the centrAllized
groups. In an interesting review by Shaw (1964) of his own and
others work, centrOized networks were found more effective in
solving simple problems of ipformation exchange but decentralized net-
works were more effective on.problems characterized by complexity and
ambiguity. soo-

Communication network research will undoubtedly Uncover other
interactions. The present line,of research is significant in that it
clearly shows that leadership emergence is strikingly affected by com-
munication arrangements and that the most influential person is
usually the one privy-to all communications. It is interesting to
note that the same findings thet occur in Leavitt's artificially.
imposed laboratory study hold up in real life.settingp as well.
Kipnis (1957) studied the effect of communication in B-29 bomber crews
and obtained similar results. Individuals who, because of their crew
positions, had the most interaction with the other members of the crew
also tsnded to be most frequently chvan as most influent4al by them.

Spatial and physical arrangements have been shown to affect
leadership energence as well (Steinzor, 1950; Bass, Klubeck, and
Wurster, 1953; Howells and Becker, 1962; nd Sommier, 1961). In a

three-person growp, for example, the person ittfng alone at the table

facing the others will be perceived aS the le er. It is nbteworthy
that even minor differences in-the phys'ical set ing help to determine

who becomes a leader. These physical factors p y a relatively minor
role, however, and whatever impact they wou.ld ha e in an ES setting is

likewise suspect.

When we initially constructed our taxonomy of skills, it was soon

realized that communication was perhap t t pervasive of the
In fact, it is difficult to think of another category

with which it does not interact. Nonetheless, our individual com-
munication skills revealed two sub-sets that could be identified:
skills that were concerned with.the transfer of information and
skills that involved the pursuit and receipt of information.
Transfer of information will be discussed first.

Transfer of information. Apart from the studies on communicat -on.

networks (e.g., Leavitt,.1951) and spatial arrangements (e.g., Howells

and Becker, 1962) , research on the actual transfer of information with

respect to letdership is scarce. On the other hand', the effect of
exclusive possession of information upon leaderghip emergence has been

Studied. Results from various studies indicate that the possession of
task-relevant information provides an advantage in attempting and
gaining leadership in a group (Hemphill, Pepinsky, Shevitz, aynes,-
and Christner, 1956; Shaw and Penrod, 1962; Shaw, 1963; Rudraswamy,

1964). One important difference between the studies on leadership
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temergènce and ES is that n the latter situation the leader is
appointed rather than emerges. Still, the lesson to be learned from
the literature clearly suggests that the individual who possesses
information and knows how to handle it is often the most valued
member of the group.

The experienge derived from coMbat and ES exercises points to
the criticality of transmittal.of planned information and the acquisi-
tion of new information-if tactical operations are to be sustained and
effective. Inadequate transfer of Anformation is often the reason for
friendly casualties and mission failure. In an ES exercise at Fort
Stewart, Georgia, in 1977, the point element of an attacking pla on

detected a booby trap but failed to. inform the following element
The point team made contact with the enemy and, as the platoon m9ed
forward to reinforce that element, the platoon leader and his Ra
Telephone Operator (RTO) tripped the booby trap and became casualties. ,

Consequently, for about five. minutes there was no platoon control over
the attacking squads.

Another example of the dire consequences of poor transfer of
info mation skills occurred in an ES exercise in Wildflicken, West
Ger any in 1974. A .TOW element as part of a defensive force, observed
a approaching tank platoon split and aave on each 006e of a long but
narrpw wooded area. It als observed infantry dismount and advance
into- this wooded terrain.. The TOW element immediately took the near.
tank section under fire. However, another part of the defensive
force, an infantry anti-tank element located in thomoods, was not
informed of the enemy activity. Consequently, the team was taken by
surprise by the enemy infantry, .As the team withdrew,it came-out on
the other side of the woods, and the APC that contained the anti-tank
element was takbn under fire by the advancing tanks and destroyed.
The 10-man anti-tank team was totally eliminated.

In a combined arms exercise in Wildflicken, West/Germany, in
1974, a task force commahder was informed by a forward infantry ele-
ment that an enemy anti-tank team was tracking one of the advancing .

sections of tanks. The immediate and complete communication of this
information was essential for preventing loss of one or mord of the
tanks. The commander, receiving the report of enemy activity and
their location, was able to relay the information to the advancing
tanks, which were able to take evasive action before the enemy TOW
could engage. Immediately upon coMpleting that transmission, Ohe
task force commander began to call for indirect fire on the enemy
position using the infantry team'to adjust the mission on target.
This example shows the positive results that can be obtained througft
effective communication. It also demonstrates the importance -of the
othee skill categories to effective communication skills. For

example, initiating structure wawlearly a contributing factor to
the task force commander's good communication skills. The infantry
squad fully appreciated the significance of their assigned role. By



immediately reporting the enemy positjon and its location, the infantry
elements were able to prevent tank losses. .Slow or incomplete transfer
of information here most likely would not have been good enough since
seconds made the difference in avoiding equipment losses..

kirsuit and recei t of inforMkiond The first component, pur-
suit,Teirects the degree to which t e leader actively seeks out
needed information and tries to keep informed on all matters
pertaining to the mission. The second component, eeceipt, refers
not only to whether vital information is relayed back to the leader
but also to whether he is open and receptive to that im'ormation. Of

the two components, the.second comes closer to having a relation
to the reiearch literature. The willingness to iecorporate advice
from others and to share the decision making process with other is.an

attribute that appears maRy places in the literature. The Vr om and

Yetton decision making.model (1973), which vie examined earl er, centers

around the willingness to incorporate advice from'subordin tes.
Others have spoken of democratic vs. authoritarjan forms o
leadership. Lippitt (1940), for example, found that a democratic form

-1 of leadership tended to provide group members with greater freedom:for
\......_decision and action than an authoritarian or laissez faire pattern

of leadership. More recently, Heslin and Dunphy (1964) and Reid
(1970) also found greater member:satisfaction with a leader who pro-

vided greater opportunity for participation:

In a tactical situation, failing to pursue needed information is
relatively common among inexperienced platoon leaders. In many of the

observed ES exercises, the platoon leader, upon being engaged, often
called for counter-battery fire without knowing the exact location of

elements of his unit. The usual result was that a sizeable part of

the platooR was killed by the.mission.

The above examples show how essential the transmittal of planned

information and the receipt of new information are for successful tac-
tical operations. In combined arms operations, the coordinated

maneuver of task force elements is dependent upon continuous, complete,

and accurate transfer of information. As the situation, develops, new
.information must be accurately .reported to and proces5ed by the task

force commander in the form of contingency instructions that are

responsive to the constant changes inherent in combined arms engage-

'
ments. This transfer of planned information, receipt of new infor-

mation, and transfer of new information is a constant cycle that, if

.
broken, immediately lessens the likelihood of accomplishing the
mission. .

Problem Solving.

Interest in problem solving cuts across several academic dis-

ciplines. Any discipline that purports to understand and predict

individual or group Ilehavior must eventually concern itself with the
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processes that regulate and control efforts at problem solving and
decision making. Some disciplines% such as Managerial. science, eco-
'nomics;-and operations tesearch take a normative or(R.Triptive
approach while others, such as psychology and sociology, adopt a
descriptive model where the attempt is to ascertain the .antecedent
conditions of liroblem solving. In the 'normatiifft.moder," the leader's

behavior is usually treated as the independent variable and the organ-
izational consequences of the behavior are the dependent variables.
With the descriptive approach, the leader's behavior is the dependent
variable that, in turn, is a function of the individual charac- .

teristics and situational factors that compose the independent
variables. These variables are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Variables Used In Ldadership Research
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. The psychological studies discussed earitiee assumed that le'ader

behavior (#3) was a function of personality traits (#2). This'view

was replaced by,one that focused on situational determinants (#1) as

the antecedent conditions of leader behavior (#3). Treating leader

behavior only as a dependent variable is somewhat limiting. Vroom

(1976) assert$, "there is strong a priori -evidence that a theory which
attempts to account 'for.the behavioo of a leader with only information .

concerning his personal attributes Xsudh as his LPC score) or only of

the situation he is confronting is automatically limited to
explaining only a small portion of the variance" (p. 1517). If one

starts with leader behavior (#3) in Fiore 2.and'moves to the right,

leader behavior serves as the independent variable and organizational
outcomes (#4) become the dependent variables.' , On this side of the
figure, the relevant processes are organizational rather than psycho-

logical. What actiens on the part of the leader 'are required In
guiding the organization toward achievement of its external

objectives? Vroom advocates the need for both descriptive modeJs,
in wfiich leader behavior (#3) iS.treated as a oint/function o
situational variables (#1) and personal attributes (#2), and normative
models, in which organizational outcomes (#4) are a function of leader

behavior (#3) and situational variables (#10.

Our own concept of Problem solving is to treat it as'a process

as well as a skill. As indicated earlier, problem solving skill is some-

thing that .a person acquires. Profiiiency with problem solving is thus
dependent upon practice, the acquisition of sub-skills, and their sub-

sequent execution. Evidence to support the view-that pnpblem solving

can be learned comei from numerous sources (e.g., Ray, 1957; Anderson,

1965;-and Stern, 1967). One can trace interest in problem solving

back to the writings of the old-guard Gestalt psychologists (Koffka,

1935; Kohler, 1924, Wertheimer, 1945).. Although American behaviorism

was predominant during this period, its reliance on past S-R assb-

ciations did not do a very adequate Ijob of explaining problem solving

activity. Problem solving depends on previous learning, yet it goes

beyond previous learning. Problem solving is distinguished from
learning by the occurrence of a correct response or solution pre-
viously not within the. individual's .repertoire (Gagne, 1064; Johnson,

1972). Procedures for studying problem solving have centered on 4

puzzles where the solution was not immediately available. The study

of problem solving makes many psychologists_thnk of Maier's (1933)

pendu,lum problems, Duncker's (1945) paper clip and Ryramid problems,

Luchins' (1946) water jars, and Wertheimer's (1945).parallelogram.
Problem solviAlig ability, we knoW now, relies on past experience (in

fact, past eYperience.can 'impede problem solving as the well-known

Einstellung and functional-fixity phenomena clearly demonstrate), it

subject to transient motivational states of the organism as well as to

situational and'personal factors, and invelves the integration of com-

ponent processes into a new and higher order solution.
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In the ES sittiaPon, these component_processes can be classified
as ideetificati6 and inttrpretation of cues, weighing alternatives,

. and chasing a course of action. This cLassification scheme of
dividing problem solVing. fritO fhree;basic constituents approximates
fairljrclosely events as they occdr in ES--usually after contact is
made. It represents our way of making sense of the ES prbblem solVing
process. It is interesting-to.note that Simon (1960) interprets of

* decision making in a very similar vein. According to Simon (196q,
"Deciiion-making comprt4es three principal 'bases: finding occasions
for making a decision; 'finding' possible courses of action; and
choosingamong courses of action" (p. 1). Becauie problems encoun-
tered in.ES vary enormously in the444iculty and scope, any given
classification scheme is likel fall short of 4oing full justice to
the complexity of the. phenomelia under study. Consevently, all
classification schemes should be regarded as fentatfve until they have
proven their usefviness.

-Identification and interpretatiOn of cues. The first phase or
process that we have listedOs identification ahd interpretation of

4 cues. In the ES context, ape is either a sign of dr contact.with"
the enemy. Identification and interftetationfoccur almost. simulta-
neously but they can be *awed individually? Idehtification, there-
fore, can,be operationally defined-as recogniEing-a cue as an

. indication of an oppdsing force's actions, intentions, or'presence. A

cue can be of high or low visibility. An example of a high visibil-
ity cue would be contact with the enemy,*.whether, girectly (fire-
fight, incqming artillery) r indirectly (booby traps or detonated

, mines). A low yisibility cue would be one that indicates enemy activ-

.
ity in the no; so distant area--a cigarette butt, footprint, or
freshly broken tree branch.' Interpreption of an identified cue can
be defined as deducing the opposing force's disOoiTtion given the
cue(s). In other words, does the leader Make an effort to determine
tie significance of the cue? For example, given the detention of a
claymore, doet the leader consider whether it was command detonated or

.- booby-trapped? lIf.command detonated, this should tell tbe leader that,
the enemy force is physicallyspresent and, therefore, his personnel
should take protective action. IT the claymore was booby-trapped,
this should tell the leader that the mine may serve as an early
warning device and thus the opposing force may be aware of their loca-
'tion.

Weighing Alternatives. Weighing alternatives is not as easy as
it May' first appear. Cognitivepsychologists have shown that the fen- '

dency,to produce solutions immediately often interferesleith the
.opportunity to develop new cognitive structures and alternative
response patterns. Several experiments on a variefy.of problems have
shown that when,subjects are instructed to wait rather than to start
'the solution immediately, problem solving performance is improved

/ (Cohen, 1954; Duhcan, 1963; Ray, 1957).. Thus, anleffective aid to
problem sulving is to inhibit the immediate finpulse to respond first
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and to-think:later: This does not meam that one can wait forever before
responding. Another obstacle,to the weighing of alternativus
is Duncker's (1945) concept of functional-fixity, the inability to see

-.beyond the usual functionOr an objeet. 4ecoming "trapped by the
stimulus object" accounts, in large part, for the lack of ingenuity,
resourcefulness, and flexibilitylthat we observe in mem futile
problem solving efforts. The "inability of subjects to perceive other
than the prescribed..use of objects has also been.documented by
Adamson (1952). Insä poleMital piece ofyriting entitled On The
Psychology of Milit Incompetene, Dix6W°(1976) has singTid out
military leaders p as'especiallyivulnerable to-a certain ridigity

of thinking. Uhile Dixon would-be 4rd put to demonstrate thatthe
military Nils a Monopoly ip rigidity, the sunylta1 record of social

uniits that succumb to it, is not very impressive\

In weighing alternatives, one assesses the likely consequences
of eacheaction. Given that the claymore, in our last example, was
command detonated, at least these possible courses Of action exist. ,

One can: 1) assault the enemy position, 2) withdraw and consolidate
foree, or 3) maneuver force around dhd by-pass danger area. The con-
sequences of assaulting the position imuld be the probable sUstaining

of casualties theough direct and indirect fire. Wipdrawing and
consolidating the force could also result in indirect ftre casualties.
Maneuvering and by-passing the danger area could result in no cas-
ualties-and denying the enemy force any knowledge of your location.

Choosing a course of action. In the ES battles thai Kinton has.
monitored, *we ha%(k observed on more than one occasion inattivity on the
part of the leader, once contact has been made; Sometimes the leader
will stay in.one position for as long as 30 minutes. The'result of

failing to decide on a course of action is usually heavy artilleny
casualties.. Once the alternative courses of action have been weighed,
the leader must select the altehnative that leads to the most
fiavorable consequences. Moreover, he must decide on a_timely.course .

of action that will verify his estimates of enemy activity or provide
further cues to make a better determination of the enemy situation.
.Depending on the mission, such a course of action may be directed
toward avoiding casualties and denying the enemy information on your

location.

The importance of deciding on a timely course of action appears
.in the military leadershipjiterature as well. Uhlaner (1970, 1975),

in his factor analytic studies, speaks of proficiency on tasks 'requiring
decisive and timely action under his factor of executive direction.

Generally speaking,.the three processes of Identification and
interpretation of cues, weighing alternatives, and choosing.a course
of action occur in the sequence discussed above. The cycling of pro-
cesses, however, may hot be as orderly as ylis sequence suggests. The

flow of events need not be unidirectiona4: The weighing alternatives
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phase may need more information or cues for adequate assessment. A
course of action may be decided upon to obtain more cues. There are
problems at any given phase that generate sub-problems that, in turn,
have theirerespective components of identifying and interpreting cues,
weighing alternatives, and choosing a course of action. What we
really have are problem solving procetses nested within problem
solving processes. For expository purposes, it is,easier to speak of
.the three principal phases discussed, above that become clearly
discernible as the problem solving process unfolds.

Tactical

Few would dispute the fact,tb-at a leader's tactical skills are a
primary determinant of ,aunft's performance in a tactical situation.k
However, except for the studies by Uhlaner (1970, 1975) and Helme,

Wellemin, and Grafton (1971), the leadershiP research literatuPe.is not
very helpful with respect to tactical skills. Al..hough there is very
little ih the research literature that addresses tactics
for small units, various field manuals set forth the basic concepts
Of U. S. Army doctrine. For example, FM 21-6 How to Prepare and
Conduct Military Training (075) states that:

"The tactics and the techniques used to accomplisfil
the squad's missions are not fixed. As the enemy
situation, terrain; and'other environmentar factors
change, the squad must adapt to these thanges. It

must reach into its bag of tricks (the tactics and
techniques it uses) and find the right combination
which will permit it to accomplish its mission without
sustaining excessive casualties" (p. 51).

Although the quotation was written i/i'th rifle squads in mind, the
thought or concept it conveys is applicable to all branches of the
combat arms and to all units from infantry, fire teams or armor sections
to mechanized infantry or armor companies. Furthermore, FM 21-6 states
that leaders are responsible for preparing and conducting effec-
tAve ta"ctical collective training. This statement can be interpreted
to mean that a leader must have tactical skills.. Many other FMs, too
numerQus to.list here, also discuss various aspects of tactics and
.further support its inclusion asa leader skill.

.Tactics, most will agree, involve both knowledge and application.
Before anything else, a leader must have tactical knowledge, a foun-
dation of what the acceptable tactics are. However, knowledge cannot
be considered a skill. For the present effort, it is assumed that
tactical knowledge is present. It is the application of that know-
ledge that constitutes the leader skill. Ap lication way involve com-
bining portions of acceptable tactics, deveor.ng new tactics, or
varying exigting tactics.
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Application. Regardtess of a unit's mission (e.g., defense, movement
to contact, delay, retrograde), every unit is expected to accomplish
three major goals: detection of the enemy, des`.ruction of the enemy,
and sustaining minimal casualties cFM 71-1 The Tank and Mechanized
Infantq Company Team, 1977). One possible exception would be a
reconnatssance mission that would not normally include destroying.the
enem.. In October 1966, a battalion of the 25th Infantry Division was

% .con a-search and destroy mission in the HoBo Woods in Tay Ninh
vince of South Vietnam. An infantry platoon was being used as the 1.-

battalion point element. Moving cautiously in heavily wooded terrain,
the platoon suddenly came under heavy and light machine gun fire. The
platoon had walked into a "V" shaped complex of reinforced concrete
bunkers manned by heavy and light machine gun crews. The platoon
leader had failed to ciptect the enemy. The consequences--100%
casualties including 11 killed. The above incident took place in,
Operat.on Attlebpro and is documented by Marshall. (1969). Another.

example is an incident that occurred during ES exerCises conducted at
Fort Hunter-Liggett in September 1978. During a movement to contact,
a combined arms team consisting of an armor and mechanized infantry
platoon and a'TOW section was moving forward in a valley. The infan-

try platoon was leading the team. Suddenly, a del'ense sagger engaged

the infantry platoon. Within seconds, the infantry platoon had lost

all personnel and.four Ans. Again, the infantry platoon leader had
not detected the enemy, and the consequences were Catastrophic. rf4the

leaders of these units had demonstrated better proficiency in the tac-
tical skills associated with detecting the enemy, casualties might well
have been minimlzed. In both instances, overwatch tedlniques could '.

have.been used for the purpose of detecting the emery.--

Once the enemy has been detected, one must pessess the tattical
skills required to suppress and destroy the eneMy. There-hxists anc
overlap between these skills and the technical skills associated with
weapons. The primary difference between the two is that the technical

skills associated with weapons primarily concern the matching of
weapons with potential targets (i.e., placing 4n anti-armor weapon as
opposed torlight arms where an enemy tank is likely to appear), where-
as the tactical skills assocjated vith destroying the enemY concern
rendering the enemy force 4n ineffective element.

As was, the case with tactical skills associated with detecting
the enemy, historical incidents illustrate the importance and justify
the inclusion of the tactical 'skills associated with destroying the
enemy. During ES exercises conducted in Wildflicken, West Germany
(1974), infantry elements were employed in small patrOls well in front

(500-1,000 meters) of advancing tankA. The infantry units were
directed to lotate anti-tank elements and register indirect fire on
'therm They-succeeded in this mission. Had they detected the anti-
tank.elements and .not been able to destroy them with indirect fire,
they themselves, as well as the advancing tank force, could have
received'heavy casualties. Another incident (Hannaman, 1967), which
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-illustrates the importance,of this skill, ocCurred inJun.e0967 out-,
side the village of TrangBang, Tay Ninh Province in South'Wetnam..
A squad from the reconnaissante platoon of the 1/27 infantry`Nd./
established an ambush on a trail frequently used by the 271st Wegiment -

of the NVA. A NV,A platoon was sighted coming down the trail before
daybreak. The reconnaissance platoon had detected the enemy without
itself being detected. ,However, the ambush was triggered prematurely .

by an impatient M60 gunner in a flank position. As a result, the NVA
platoon was engaged befor.e the entire element was within the kill
zone of the ambush. The unit and its leader demonstrated their profi-
ciency in detecting the enemy, but were not -effective at destroying
tte eneff. The NVA platoon sustained only one casualty before
withdrawing into-the jungle. Had the ambush not been triggered prema-
turely, the NVA platoon might have been effectively destroyed.

A leader must be Otaficient in ti,le'i-,ictsita1 skills associated
.with minimizing casualties as well aS detection and destruction of the
enemy. If the leader and his unit are proficient in the detection and
des:Lruction of the enemy but sustain a large percentage of casualties,
their overall tactical' skill leaves much to be desired. Specifically,
minimizing casualties involves regaining an effective fightipg force
after engaging the enemy. Proficiency in thts skill involves mini-
.mizing the probabilitty of being detected prior to an engagement and .

sustaining minimum casualties during an engagement. A well-documented
incident that underscores the.importance of minimizing casualties
occurred in April 1953 lm Korea during the fight for Pork Chop Hill
(Marshall, 1956). Two rtfle companies were committed to making an
assault up Pork Chop Hill in order to recapture it from the Chinese.
In brief, both units.suffered heavy casualties which rendered them
ineffective fighting units. The division commander had to reinforce
fhem with two Other rifle companieS. In another incident a platoon

r
was employed as a reactionary force to relieve a U. S. platoon.pinned

down by the NVA (Hannaman, 1967). The reactionary force was landed
4ja helicopters behind the NVVplatoon. They detected the NVA platoon
wit,tiout being detected themselves and inflicted 100% casualties on the
NVA\f6rce. However, they failed to suppress the NVA force with
artillery or close air support and allowedlthe NVA to'inflict approxi-
mately 85% ca,5ua1ties. In this example, the unit accomplished its
mission; however, it sustained heavy casualties that rendered it an
ineffective fighting force. Little proficiency was demonstrated in
the tactcal skillf; associated with sustaininy minimal cdsualties.



In brief, it should be understood that the tactical skills asso--
ciated with detecting and destroying the enemy and sustaining minimal
casualties are not isolated from one another. To possess a high
degree of proficiency in the application of tactics, proficiency must
be demonStrated in-ell three areas. ,The absence of any one of the
three tactical application skills diminishes the effectiveness of the
others.

0
Technical

Both Uhloaner (1975) and Williams (1956) cite technical skills as
, an important factor,in their respective leadership studies. In these

studiesr however, technical skillsore treated on a very general
level. According to Uhlaner (1975)in_his'description of-technical
staff skills, "a major aspect of techni0l/managerial performance
iny,glves use of specific knowledge and skil1s in logistics and tech-

,

nical services in support of combat activities"-(p. 11). The critical
incident study by Williams (1956) reported in -Campbell, et al, (1970)
inCludes the following descriptions under the heading bf technical
competence: "effectively organizes and applies knowledge of management
to his job," "utilizes all available sources of information in reaching
conclusions or decisions," and "demonstrates ingenuity in solying
management problems." Both Uhlaner and Williams seem to be addressing
the managerial side of technical resources rather than identifying the
specif:c technical skills and knowledges required in a tactical setting.

. At the more specific level, there are numerous DA publications .

(FMs, TMs, TCs) that address a multitude of technical skills (e.g.,
Calliouflage, explosives and,demoljtion, field radio techniques). These
publications are directed to both ehlisted and officer-personnel and
can be found referenced in ARTEP 71-2 (1977).

In an effort to avoid the extremes of being toa general or too
specif,ic, we have divided technical skills.into the effective.use'of
equipment and proficiency onia number of basic skills. The cm-

: ponents of technical equipment skills include the effective use of tac-
tical vehicles, communication equipment, and weapons. The components
of basic technical skills include map reading and terrAin analysis.
Each of the components will be addressed individuall

Equipment. Proficiency in the use of tactical vehieles includes
understanding of when and how to use them. This is evident from
many observations of combined arms.tactical ES exercises that involved
extensive-use of both Armored Personnel _Carriers (APCs) and tanks.
During such exercises conducted at Fdrt Hunter-Liggett in September
1978, company teams moved tanks as a unit but did not employ over-
watch. As a result, many tanks were lost to enemy fire and enemy
positions were not detected. Had proper overwatch been employed,
enemy positions probably could have been detected by overwatch ele-
ments.



Technically, communication equipment could be'viewed'to include
the Arnw's entire array of electronic communicatian equipment. How-
ever, for the purOse of this discuS'Sian, only commuhication equip-
ment typical of small units is of concern, including platoon, squad,
field radios, and telephones. It is important that all available,
means of.conventiohal or electronic communication iquipment be used in
tactical Situations. This increases communication within the unit and
the probability oUsucceeding in a tactical situation. During ES
exercises conducte6 in Berlin (1975), an infantry platoon leader in
the defense placed'an observation post (OP) 500 meters in front of his
main defensive line. The terrain was heavily wooded, which prevented
any visual contact with the OP, and,thb distance was too great to com-
municate verbally without a radio or tefephone. However, the platoon ,
leader dild not provide the OP with a radio or field telephone although
eqUipment was available, As a result, when the' OP detected the

enemy, he had no means of, informirle the platoon leader. The OP was
killed) and the Only intelligence received by the platoon :leader was
the small arms fire. In another example (Hannaman, 1966),.the leAper
of a reconnaissahce platoon on a search and destroy mission had
insured that.all three squads in his platoon were equipped wfth PRC-77
radios since it was imposs-ible to maintain visual contact with all
squads-involved. The squad serving as'the point element forthe.pla-
toon was ambushed,e, and though there were few casualties, the NVA did
capture a PRC-77. The platoon leader began cdmmunication with the two.
eemaining squads using his PRC-77 in order to coordinate an offensive'
tactic, but the platoon net was immediately keyed by the NVA force.
Because the p;latoon leader had failed ta tell.his squad leaders the
alternate frequency, all communications Ceased. The platoon leader
had to physically locate the squad leaders to give them the alternate
frequency. To make matters worse, the platoon leader-piCked an
arbitrary alternate frequency, initiated a communication check, and
was abruptly told that the net he had .selected was the command net of
a sister battalion. By the time the communication' problems were
solved the NVA unit had disappeared. Both of the cases cited above
serve to justify and support proficiency in the use of communication
equipment as a leader skill.

Proficiency in the use of weapons is the third technical equipment
skill. In this context, weapons include only those organic to small
units and any weapons normally used to support small units. These

ate the following:

small arms (M16 and M60)
anti-armor weapons (TOW, DRAGON, M72 LAW, and 90mm

Recoilless Rifle)
anti-tank and anti-personnel mines
indirect fire (105mm, 155mm, 81mm mortar, 4.,g mortar)
tank main gun
grenades
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Proficiency in the use of ueapons can be discussed in terms of three

aspects: 1) matching weapons with potential targets, 2) selecting the
appropriate weapon for engaging an enemy when several weapons are
available, and 3) effectively deploying weaponsN a manner that per-

. mits their use to complement one another.

Matching weapons anb targets involves placing anti-armor weapons
where armor targets are anticipated and small arms where human targets

are anticipated. For example, if a leader anticipated tanks would use
a dirt road within his area of operation, and he wanted to.position

a weapon that could destroy approaching targets (tanks) near the road,
he should not.place an infantryman with an M16 at that location. An

anti-armor lefeapon would, of course, be moi-e appropriate.

When several weapons are available, a leader must be proficient
rAt selecting the most appropriate weapon with which,to engage the

f enemy. The first concern is whether the available weapon can destroy
or delay the target. For example, if an infantryman, armed with gre-
nades and an M16, suddenly saw an advancing tank, he has a choice of
two weapons.with which he could engage the tank. However, in this
instance, neitherweapon would be effective against the'target. The

second concern is to select the appropriate weapon when more than one

exists that could destroy the target. When a choice is available, it
is wise to engage the-enemy with the weapon that is least likely tc .

give away one's position.
(.

The th.trol aspect involved with the effective use-of weapons is
effectively eMploying weapons in a manner that permits their use to

complement'one another. During,ES exercises conducted at Fort Pickett
(1978) several incidents occurred that-illustrate this point. The

defense had placed an M60 in a woodline on the opposite side of a

clearing where offensive elements were expected to-advance, A pre-
planned, indiiect fire mission'had been requested 6irectly on the oppo7

site side of the clearing. When the point man tor the advancing
offense attempted to cross the open area, the MGO began to fire on

full automatic. The offense bunched up and remained stationary in the-

opposite woodline. The M60 position, equipped with a PRC-77, then
requested the preplanned, indirect fire mission which inflicted more
than 40% casualties on the offense. The combination of the direct and
indirect fire complemented one another and appeared to be a viable

tactic.

Basic. lhere are many basic skills.that could have n included

in this skill category. Only those that significantly' cc1ftribute to

the outcome of a tactical situation and occur frequently ave been

selected. First aid, chemical warfare, 'rappelling, and r untaineering

are examples of basic skills that may contribute to the o tcom of a

tactical situation, but not to a-significant degree. We have selected

proficiency in map reading and terrain artalysis.
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Map reading is the ability to-ideritify the location Of objectives -

or personnel om a map. During ES exercises conducted at Fort Stewart
in 1976 with the 1/75th Ranger Battalion, several 'incidents occurred
that illustrate the importance of this SkiLl. In an operation order
(OPORD) received hy a platoon leader, the dooklinates of the linear
defense the platoon leader was to attack were given. The battle might

.
have been short-lived if the pla,toon leader had requested an indirect
fire mission prior to crossing his line of departure. Instead, the
platoon leader decided toeove forward and not to request indirect fire
until his platoon was wit in.100 meters of the objective. As he
moved forward, his point element was engaged hy small arms fran the
lineai- defense. The leader halted his platoon, and referred to his
map to verify the coordinates of the defense he was given prior tothe
exercise., He concluded that the coordinates ,he was given were,inac-
curate, changed them, and requested !ndirect fire at the cooridinates
he concluded were correct. His fire mission impacted behind the
defense's positions. The delay that resulted from having to adjust
from the first indirect fire mission apparently contributed to the
platoon manning in a stationary posture. The defense was able to
accmrately pinpoint their position and 'requested a fire for effect on

the element. The platoon and fts leader were killed.

Terrain analysis parallels map reading but does not include
pinpointing loctions. Terrain analysis in this context means
interpreting topography (either from a map lir hy actually viewing the
terrain) for the purpose of planning actions sand anticipating enemy
actions-or positions.. Analyzing the terrain for the purpose of
deciding where to place positions, where enemy tanks are
likely to advance, and selecti g a route of advance offering cover and
cencealment are examples of terrain analysis skills. The following
combat experience of Jones (1968) illustrates the importance of
terrain analysis.

In 1968 in Quang Tri Province, Vietnam, a reconnaissance team was
inserted just below the demilitarized zone. Ine reconnaissance tealm's

area of operation (AO) was suspected to contain enemy forces. The

siz4 and exact location of the enemy force was unknown. Once on the
ground the reconnaissance team leader began to analyze the terrain to .

reassess'hiS earlier,thoughts on possible locations of-the enemy
within his AO. The reconnaissance leader had initially thought that a
large hill with protruding fingers at the northern end of. the AO
provicec o;cellent observations of the surrounding area apd would be
an ideal location for directing artillery ano rocket fire against

American forces. The proximity of the hill to the DM7 (500 meters
below) provilded for a perfect,route of withorawal. Iroo. his terrain

analysis, tne reconnaissance team leauer.decided to run several fire
missions on the hill and to monitor it cluscly -rum ih,icdtlons of

enemy activity. A number of events proved the reconnaissance team
leader's terrain analysis to be correct. i. ill( resulted
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in secondary explosions and ihe exposure, of enemy ammunition storage
trenches and, bunkers. A sizeable enemy forcc occupied the hill. Even
after artilleny' barrages.ano air strikes, the enemy was still able to
repel an attempt by a Marine company to seize the hill. Had the team
leader not done a good terrain analysis, the reconnaissance patrol
could have decided to use the hill for its own observational purposes.
If the team had gone up the hill it probably would have been
surrounded and wiped out by the NVA forces already in position there.

Measurement Procedures and LiMited Scale Inyestigation

Further.subtasks of Section I called for (a) the development of
.candidate procedures for measuring the identified skills and processes
and (b) a limited scale investigations of leader skills and processes
which utilize the measurement procedures. During September 1978, two
members fof the research staff had.the opportunity to attend Training
Instrumentation Evaluation (TIE) exercises at Hunter-Liggett military
reservation. A limited number of participants were administered the-
Leader Observation Checklist (Appendix C) and the Subordinate
Questionnaire (Appendix 0). These instruments were developed from the
Leader Skill CategoOes and Individual Skills Matrix (Appendix B) and
were used as rudimentary measures to assess the presence or absence of
the identified leader skills and processes. The-Leader Observation
Checklist contains a list of 95 behaviors and adions that leaders
usually manifest while giving.an OPORD or during the actual exercise.
Research staff were assigned to.leaders during a given exercise and
made their, observations on fhe basis of the checklist. The value of
the Leader Observation Checklist in terns of research and development
was that it provided a systematic basis for assessing how well the
identified skills and,processes matched or agreed with actual leader
behaviors occurring in a tactical setting. The Subordinate
Questionnaire provided similar information. It was given to subor-
dinates after the exercise and requi-red the presence or absence of
listed leader skills to be indicated accordingly. The original ver-
sion of the Subordinate Questionnaire also consisted of 95 items but
its length was considered to be impractical for administering under
field conditions and thus'it was reduced by half and appears in
odd/even forms (Appendix D). The reduced forms took participantS an
average of 20 minutes to fill out. Because of the limitedrnature and
opportunity for data collection at Hunter-Liggett, no attempt is
made here to portray data or make generalizations concerning leader
behavior. . From the data collection with the Leader Observation
Checklist and Subordinate Questionnaire, it was possible, however, to
pinpoint* flaws and redundancies in the existing set of leader skills
and group interactive processes.

Another type of measurement procedure Was developed which is
perhaps more appropriate for skills such as problem solving that are



difficult to operationaltze. . A wealth of accurate historical dat
from previous ES exercises collected by ARI prOvided the neces9ar
case material for the development of this proCedure. With this i for-.

mation, it was possible to take the salient events that leaders
encounter in an actual exercise opd incorporate them into a measure-
ment module that would.exposefother leaders without this experience to
similar skill demands. A prcaotype of the Measurement technique has
been developed for individual skills associated.with the leader skill
category of problem.solving. This prototype module represents an
abstraction from an ES exercise dire the leader's objective is to
locate the enemy forces one topUraohical map. The information for
the leader's problem solviqg decisions-about enemy locations are
messages transMitted between leaders during an ES exercise. To be

t'effective, every effort was made to Keep the experiential quality of
the'simulated performance intact.,

The concept behind this measurement technique or module is to
confront the company team and platoon leaders with problp solving
demands similar to those found in ES or combat. Problettsolving in
thirarcontext refers to the process by which a leader continually anti-

-cipates enemy disposition and intention. Each enemy action is ana-
lyzed to ascertain the opposition's overall scheme of maneuver 'and
deployment. A leader's ability to anticipate enemy deployment before
and during an exercise bears directly on.the development of effective
fire support.plans, overwatch positions, apd routes of movement. For

example, poor enemy anticipatidn,could result in fire support plans
that would not adequately suppress enemy weapons-systems and would
therefore contribute to first round hits.

The measurement module is an audio-visual presentation on-
structed from historical data obtained in an ES exercise. First,

the leaders are shown an enlarged topographical map on a screen and
are provided with specific information about their mission and the
enemy situation. (The mission is the same as one that was given
to a Team Commander in an actual ES exercise.) Based on.this infor-
mation, the leaders are asked to make initial determinations about the
enemy's probable deployment. Answers are written on answer sheets .

provided. Leaders are shown a series of slides and then listen to
accompanying audio cues (radio transmissions) that describe a devel-
oping situation; that is, contact with an enemy force that is
characterized by a progressive increase in engagement intensity.
After seeing each slide and listening to the appropriate audio cues,
each leader is asked to reassess the situation and to indicate probable
enemy deployment by a specific type of element or weapons system. A

time limit for completing this task is placed on the leaders so as to
simulate the time constraints and pressure a leader experiences in an
actual exercise.

The content for each slide is an action that took place during an
ES exercise. The slides are presented in the same sequence as the
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actions actually occurred. The actions'are visually presenteXby
graphic Symbols on an enlarged map showing team deployment, enemy
sightings, and contact as indicated to the team commander by various
elements of his maneuver force. The audio portion is taken from the
actual two-way radio transmissions between the elements and the team
commander.

A simulated audio-visul technique of measurements has a number
of possible advantages.

It has potential use as a diagnostic tool to assess a
leader's ability to exercise problem-solving skills.

After the initial presentatfon, it can be re-run to provide;7
a detailed analysis of each action. Certain enemy inten-/
tions might be_ientified ,by cues within a certain action.

Several tactical experiences can be incorporated withih a
problem solving module. This would provide a leader, in a
short period of time, with several problem solving
experiences.

The opportunity for a leader to practice and focus on one
skill, without having to address the complexities of an ES
exercise, may be a way to help maximize the learning of a

particular skill

Since the measUrement technique is based n actual occur-
rences in hn ES exercise the technique helps to insure good
content validity.

Further refinement of this low-cost technique, and adapting
, it to other'skills, are indeed worthy pursuits for future research.

measurement procedure that was
analytic procedure whereby one
ome to causes. Diagnosis from
to partial out the contributtons

of various skills to the overall outcome. Even the.outcomes of equip-
ment-related skills such as hitting a target are joint products of
several contributing factors (e.g., breath control, trigger squeeze,
and sight picture). As one moves along the continuum of skills
from those which are machine dependent to those which are machine
non-dependent (such as problem solving where the.repertoire of
possible actions increases considerably), there appears to be an
even greater need for an analysis from outcome back to contributing
factors. Under such circumstances, outcomes are likely to depend on a
wider range of contributing factors. The workingcbackward analysis
from outc me will always be imperfect in that One' might trace back to
the wrong contributing factor(s), but such an approach is far better

Yet another.type of candicjat
given serious consideration lla
proceeds from diagnosis of t
outcome to causes represents w
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/
than guesses that are made witho4 the benefit of analysis. The ana-

lytic procedure requires a qertain degree of judgement on the pert of

the Oserver and thus may not'be as objective as the ge/no-go cri-

terion checklist typeof Measurement.- But-the go/no-go criterion

sctleme of measurement does not allow one to causally relate unit per-

formance or outComes back to leader skills whereas the analytiC proce-

dure dels. It is quite possible that the checks that.a leader

receives in the go orno-go column of a checklist have no bearing

whatsoever on unit outcomes. The problem is that one haskno way of

knowing. Instead, with-the analytic approach,.Ope is making an expli-

cit attempt (albeit more subject to individual bias) to determine if a

leader's, actions and decisions were appropciate for the conditions
that'develoPed and whether the consequences of these actions can be

linkeeto unit performance and outcomes.

The lesson to be learned-from the above discussion is that any

Ottempt to develop candidate procedures for measuring leader skills

and group-interactive processes should not be restricted to a singular

approach. The sheer complexity of the ES envirenment and early de-

velopmental status of ES research argues against focusing.on one

approach to the exclusion of others. Each of the measurement proce-

le &Ages discussed in this paper has its unique 'strengths arid weakne5ses

and thus Mb be appropriate for'some skills and not others. It is

only through continued research that the boundary conditions of the.

different meesurement procedures can be determined.

Summary. The purpose of the research effort so far has been to

determine what leader skills and'leader-group interactive processes.

have the potential to influence unit performance in.tactical situa-

tions. We started with a global and.historical review of the leader-

ship research literature and then fcased more selectively on leader

skills and processes as they occur in tactical settings.

. It was obeerved that much of the leadership research and theory

stems from inqustrial, managerial, or academtc settings. The litera-

ture review Was useful for acquiring an understanding of the state-of-

the art. Of the leadership.models reviewed, the problem solving

approach, we'feel, is the most relevant for addressing the skills ard

demands placed upon leaders in tactical settings. The research on

communication is also considered quite relevant. Both of these areas

of research aided in the delineation of the leader skill categories

and were especially useful in guiding.our thinking in the subsequent

development of the candidate measurement procedures. The areas of re-.-

search involving initiation of structure and interaction with

superiors and subordinates were also useful in the creation of skill

categories. Staff experience and ES datNe.g., battle narratives,

audio tapes, and net control sheets) collected at Fort Pickett and

other locations were used to confirm leadership skills and processes

identified in the literature and for establishing other skill cate-
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gories. Once these-leader categories were 'identified,At was possible
to develop candidate procedures for measuring them in tile context of
a limited scale investigation.
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LEADER SKILLS BY CATEGORY

LEADER
SKILLS

MANAGEMENT

PLANNING

EXECUTION AND
CONTROL

111111=1
INITIATING

-, STRUCTURE

COMMUNICATION

TRANSFER OF
INFORMATION

NTERACTION WITH
SUBORDINATES &

SUPERIORS

PURSUIT AND
RECEIPT

OF INFORMATION

PROBLEM SOLVING

.

IDENTIFICATION &
INTERPRETATION

OF CUES

WEIGHING
ALTERNATIVES

CHOOSE
COURSE OF ACTION

TACTICAL

APPLICATION

TECHNICAL

EQUIPMENT

BASIC
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APPENDIX B LEADER SKILL CATEGORIES AND INDIVIDUAL SKILLS)MATRIX

MANAGEMENT: Planning

X = Primary Relationship

0 u Secondary Relationship

PROBLEM .`2,

TECHNICAL

MANAGEMENT COMMO
SOLVING _.0

-*: Eqpt Basic

La

1....-

Li2
c

Verbalizes objective in terms
of:

What is supposed to be done.

I 1_ II

I

Where it is to be done.
'-

At what time it is to be done X

g

1-

al

4.1

Verbalizes enemy situation in
terms of:

How marfy.
0

I

;

I 1

1

Where. X 0
.

Anticipated action. X 0 ,

Recent enemy activity.

.

0 I

Equipment andyeapons.

Verbalizes friendly situation
in terms of:

Support (artillery, TAC
air, gunship)

X 0

A

,..g

Q s

.ti2 1
la. tal Disposition of friendly

forces.

I-
0.

5
c)
t.)

Verbalizes concept of opera-
tion in terms of:

LD/LC

AO

When Phases of operation, if
any, have been met

0

Check points and phase lines,
if any

x
0

Organize element operation X 0 ,

z
c.

=
'-La
..
La

Verbalizes executior in terms
of:

What pa*ticipating elements
will be doing

How security. of movement
will be maintained

x 0

Specific requirements for
these elements and priorities

x 0

Actions to be taken in event
of enemy contact x 0

B1 7 9
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./

MANAGEMENT: Planning

4
X =

Pri%

mary Relationship

0 2 Secondary Relatlonshii

PROBLEM
5;

:le.

TECHNICAL

MANAGEMENT COMMO
SOLVING t...;

cc Eqpt Basic

. -777/11I-1
0

I i

.

g
----

Specific measures for con-
trolling participating ele.
melts (phase lines, check
points, rally points, attack
positions)

tt4 3
4.1

Adjustment of initial plan
in event of heavy casualties

X 0

al

5

gmz
ex

.1

E8

Verbalizes command and signal
in terms qf:

0.Radio frequencies land call
signs

X 0 ,

Chain of command X 0 0

.
Other signals . X 0

.I

2,..4

La.1
v,
ex

d,c

x
L.,

cc

,

Ask subordinates to readback
specific responsibilities

X 0 0 0 0

Graphically displays 'overall
bperation using visual aids
(ground, sticks, rocks). .

Ask subordinates to demon-
strate, using visual aids,
their specific tasks.

Conducts abbreviated rehear- -

sal of planned execution by
deploying forces in mock ex.
ercise.

Q ;1LI
B2

st



MANAGEMENT: Execution and Control

X = Primary Relativnship

0 = Secondary Relationship

1

.01111

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBl EM

SOU 1 NG

5
Z--*

L.a
,-.

TECHNICAL

Eqpt Basic

"

u
LD2
.-...

8
,

25

Maintain continual communi-
cation with all elements X 0 0

Contacts subordinates who are
not adhering to designated
reporting procedures

,

X 0 0

Frequently asks for immediate
and complete information from
advance elements

X 0

Gives immediate direction
and/or guidance in response
to enemy activity (may first
request additional informa-
tion)

'

X

n

0 0
.

.

.

>.u
ff, 8
0 ix

'gox L,
cpu

Quickly identifies failures
in execution of plan by par-
ticipating elements and
corrects them

X 0

Recognizes critical points at
which contingency plans should
be implemented

X 0

4

83
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MANAGEMENT: Initiating Structure

X = Primary Relationship

.

MANAGEMENT COMM()
PROBLEM
SOLVING

--'

'-'

TECHNICAL

L-,

; 5. Eqpt tasic

c
4.4
k

C0
1:4 4.`

L.

.. ...........-.... ...... .... ....'J 'V A 1.. I

Provides detailed instruc-
tions to subordinates regard-

0 X 0
ing subordinates' responflbi-

I
1lities and those of other

elements.
+ t 1. .

Breaks mission down Into 10., X 0 .

achieveable steps.
.

---4-.
1 --1--t -1'

Explains to subordinates ex-
I I

. actly who will replace lead- 0 X

ers who become casualties.
.

.
. .

4t & I 't

Informs subordinates of dead-
..,

.

1 .

zr. , lines (e.g., LD times, times .
0 X 0o

objectives are to be secured)
I-- ,
...) __= ___ ___ _ .. _.

.. ,

0- Describes well def,ined pat-
..,

;'-- terns of communication (e.g., 0 X 0 0
1 I

SITREPs, "who talks to whom,
)

1 : .v,
--, when about what and how) _ .__.,_ .

.....i'

. .._ ...,_ . .1.__._. _ _ .

1
-, Specifies clearly contingency .o

I
I 1 Iplans including conditions .

under which contingency plans 0 X 0 ! I

will be implemented (e.g.,
I

1 1 .

loss of communication). .
i 1 i . .4 ..

,

Sets definite standards of
.4

performance for specific .

tasks and responsibilities 0 k 0

(e.g specific dimensions of
prone positions).

--------------
Explains rationale.for plan- 0 I

ned actions.
1

---t
___ _ _ _ _

I

Makes periodic checks on pro-.
gress of group with respect 0 X 0 I

to assigned tasks.
I

. ._.

Enforces rules of conduct (e.g
, I

informing subordinates of vio-
0 X 0

1lations/conseouences and tak-
ing appropriate disciplinary

I

actions).

,i,
leu Specific Questions are posed
...,x by the leader to subordinates
.._, concerning their-responsibili-
d. :m ties and those of their peers

4 (e.g., verbally responds too uestions, wes maps, makes
.--i
CD round drawings, etc..)
L.

4

,

B4

8 c-



S.

MANAGEMENT: Interaction with
ordinates and,Superiors

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM

SOLVING

I

__,
1 TECHNICAL

3'
;721

Ill Eut asic

/

/ 0
/ /1/ 41.,

k ,,0
ca / c , C / / / i /

I. /ty .., ,,, 0 / .41 4;
0 / . , ; / / / /in / ,- / 0 / 4., ,,..,-/. .4.1 / 1 / ti / 1 /0 / .^ / /

ti,-ei ;',/ 'z., ,i-,, ,,, : .i / i ; _/ r,
,, 0/.a zi t:!.?.;, --si /..r.

, ..., 40 ,

4*-' .1 1 '../ Cil l =It/ 4.'4 , i .5)/ ;,-,-,
.-: 1/4.. ck. c ,,e7 ,- ° "/ ti `-r.' °./ s c7,ft. .... k / ' lr:'

'et C Z"' k

?
:CL-C7C7C:

e ..3.' ,,,!' .
-. ...

C
C

X Primary Relationship

0 Secondary Relationship

Solicits ructions, opinions,
suggestions Of subordinates
and superiors regarding miS-
sion.

Responds.to nonverbal cues,
gestures of subordinates and !

superiors regarding their re- 1
actions to the plan.

. _ . .

Provides public praise and
recognition for work well
'done (decides appropriateness
Of Public vs. or"ivate praise)

H.

Listens attentively to unso-
licited suggestions from Sub-
ordinates.

PZ. Delegates responsitIlity to
subordinates. 0 ; X

cc .4

Lr) Allow, subordinates to carry
OPt delngated tasks (avoids
encroaching on delegated re-

;

sponsibilities and avoid pub- 1 10

11iy criticizing subordin-
1icp

ates).

Recognizes strengths and
weakneSses of subordinates ! 10 iX
and assigns task accordingly.

1 t'

Calmly and firmly interotptS
arguments, disagreements and
other conflicts among subor-

1dinates.

When confronted with a
refusal to carry out an order:

I

I

1 x ; U.

+ 4 -

Attempts to find out why
subordinate is*refusing.

Responds to objections by
explaining rationale or pro-
viding additional support.

If subordinate continues to
refuse, removt individual
and identify replacement (s).

B5

ti

0

0

1 -

:

-4-
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; L _J
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MANAGEMENT: Interaction with Sub-
ordinates and Superiors

X = Primary Relationship

0 = Secondary Relationship

1

MANAGEMENT

1

COMMO PROBLEM
SOLVING

1-11

I__

{-)
cz
I-

TECHNICAL

Eqpt Basic

i ; ;

L.,

crcc< .

au.
L..J

z x
ce

L.) <
z -...
0 C'D
{...),A

gx
L..,

m

S.ecificially describes to
sUbordinates how they will be
hacked up in tight situations.

Providqs specific follow-up
instructions in celm, assuring
tone to subordinates who are
in danger and obviously
anxious.

Notices possible subordinate
injuries and provide4 for
appropriate treatment.

-1

>-1-
,7
Li
L..,

6-

-
12

a
66i

z)I-
-
I-
ES

z0

w0.

Tactfully and firmly provides
corrective feedback to sub-
ordinates.

0 0

i

1

1

I

Ffirinly states unpopular deci-

sions without apologizing
(Or blaming higher authority). x .4

Defends/supports actions of
subordinates when criticized
by others. .

Honestly admits mistakes to
isubordinates and superors.

--+
.

Tactfully disagrees with..
superior's plans and provides
possible alternatives.

1

1

Sets positive examples for
subordinates (e.g., noise
discipline, staying awake,
not smoking at night,' camou-
flage, etc.).

.

i

,

1- 1

.

2
)--a
.

,.____;:.--
ax

Speaking with enthusiastic,
confident tone. X

1---

.

.

1

I

._.

Praising group instead of
individuals, if appropriate.

Identifying importance Of
specific team elements in
achieviny grout goals.

X

...

Prov des specific positive
pr. se for particular tasks
-.I done.

.

stays active ty constantly
interacting with subordinates
(inquiring about progress of
individual tasks/assignwients).

_..,_...

86



COMMUNICATION! Transfer of
Information

X = Primary Relationship

0 = Secondary Relationship

4

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM

SOLVING

z'

:-"-

t.-;

TECHNICAL

Eqpt Bas'ic

C'

.. L..

'0' tn1.-7 ;.... ...... ,
.. u0 ..., ,'

71.y.. ... e .- -1 , 1
, , , Q., Iv 1.. / J!' C ,/ ' 7.?/ ''../ ' 13. Z2 .5 'i / /

/ C....7 a; 1. '`-; C.7 / sQ., ZI.J 1.7

'- / / .1

/ Q ......

VC/St 0' CC 4.

C ' Y S3/ ??./ R..-
/- , ....C.... - ft..

....M .1. 12'
...., l-.

r--

Asks subordinates for clarify-
ing questions

Asks subordinate to "read-
back" their specific respon-
sibilities in operation.

Corrects any misunderstandings
based on "read-back."

_

Answers clarifying ouestions
directly.

VI 0

0 X

!

0 X ;

-1 '

Identifies information con.-, T tsolidation points. 0 X o

Informs subordinates of what
information is to be trans- 0 0 X oVI CC .

L.) C7, C:11 tted (SALUTE)-J
CO 1-

-";
'," Informs suborilinates of non-

Ls verbal means of comunication
which could convey actions 'to
be taken. _t.

I- 4..

Underscores critical points
1for emphasis. ,

Prethinks communication. X

Speaks distinctly and Slowly.

Speaks with conviction.

Maintains steady eye contact
(when aPpropriate./.

Uses graphic aids.

Gestures to convey meaning.

Disseminates information at
periodic intervals to subor-
dinates and superiors,_

Informs subordinates of change
ln planned action.

After receiving communication,
selects relevant information
to transmit.

4

0 0

0

fter selecting relevant infor4
anon, selects appropriate
.ethod of comunication.

137

0

i

4-«
I 1

4
- -f
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COMMUNICATON: Pursuit and Receipt
of Information

X = Primary Relationship4

r

MANAGEMENT,GOMMO
f

---\. 1
. .

la'

PROAEM
SOLVING

. . -,

'.--)-.

r-
LI

TECHNICAL

Eqpt

I

Basic

7 7

_

2
itheli

cm cz

z u,cc ox
*-L,4

,.-

c)

Encourages suggestions non- .

verbally by standing with
Open posture., maintaining eye
contatt, nodding, avoiding

di i infrownng an grmacg.

Q X

.
1

.

...i.

Summarizes and parap` ^ases key
points without a commitment
to implement Or not to imple-
ment suggestion.

.

1

,

1

.

"

0 X

-r4 -1----4-- f- 1

0Probes for more deta i 1 .

c,-

,,,,...E,

° V' .--.

Determines what information
i s needed.

X
, iiii

0 10

.
1 , . 1

1 , ; :

i

WLo possesses it.

X

LH. -i-r /
1 .

, . .

4 4

-- --

How to collect it.

X

.. . 4- 4 --4--f
1 t

. ,

.

i"--f- i- -.-

t

; 1

1

4.---4-,--1--;

Asks superiors questions on
any informatton that is un-
clear and needs clarification.

The objective of the mission.

4

_

.

----

._

0

...,..

X

X

x

_.

-±...4

0

I

i
-

1.

-4---

!

'

1

1

1

1

i

.

1

-

-1

t

1

1

;

- t--4.f
t
. i

I 1

1 Iii 1

1 1

1 . ,

i

1

.

--(

I

I-

0 !

I I I

1

I

.

i

--.

--/

ziCc

fX Ls,a.

..., c,.
cm re

rx 0
VI CD

c. cc
c.7

u.,,....

L.),...,

Id - %--
._ v,

.. 2

...I .-
l- :...,

The enemy situation With
respect to size of force,
indirect fire capability,
rmor capability, current
.ctivity and anticipated
Ictions. ,

Proposed execution of opera-
tion, including boundaries,
starting point, locatiOn Of
objective and appropriate
times.

I
0

- -,

0

0
_.

0

0

0

__-

0

What artillery support will
be a va i 1 abl e.

_______
ecessary call signs and
adio frequencies.

Sends out lead element.

elects best personnel for
ask. (Skilled in map reading
mdving quietly, acute vision.14.

eans of rommunication is

-stablished (SITREP).

1



COMMUNICATION: °Pursuit and Receipt
Of Information

X m Primary Relationship

0 Secondary Relationship

Given some disfinct due (e.g.,
explosion, small arms fire,
etc.) attempts to identify
specific nature of cue (by
radio communication, runner,
etc.)

After receiving incomplete
verbal comnunication, obtains
more complete information by
verbally requesting informa-
tion, sending fire team, using
prearranged signals, etc.

If impossible to obtain more
information, develops plau-
sible hypotheses as to nature
of situation and makes deci-
sions accordingly.

MANAGEMENT

,

-

COMMO
PROBLEM

SOLVING
_J

Z.5

.-
(../
cr
.-

TECHNICAL

asic

---

Eqpt

B9



S.

PROBLEM SOLVING: Identifying and
Interpreting Cues

X = Primary Relatinnship

0 m Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO

,

PROBLEM

SOLVING

4
L.)

E.--,

<

TECHNICAL

BasicEqpt

'Aow==
cc L.3

z
;::;---
tn. 14.1
'-' /X0-0.
Ea;
IM P-z

ri--1--i

Recognizes cues as indicator
of enemy actions, intentions.
.or presence. (Note: ec-
ially inportant t ecognize
low visibility cues such as
paper, feces, noise, land
line, e.t.;.).

r

.

I

--A

i

-4

Fo- s tentative hypotheses as
to enemy's disposition (size,
location, and intentions)
given current and previous
cues.

. 3

tr-r
.

c-'

.

t

.
,

.,0-'''..Y.
a 0

di

6
.

.

%

1

,./

/ 4

.,

:

.11

.

_.

.

.

I

ii

I

I'

I

1

I

1

B10
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PROBLEM SOLVING: Weighing Alterna-
tives

X Primary Relationships

0 Secondary Relationships

COMMO

.

PROBLEM
SOLVING

.

--'

'
15
ccI

TECHNICAL

Eqpt. Basic

r
I

4

Lei
I.,

i...1.

idehtfles alternative
actions, given'tn interpre-
tation of cuts. .

0 X

= 4
2E2
L.......,xi

.x

Determines probable conse-
quesnces of each alternative
action.

1---i-

X

_.

t

.

.

t -1----1

I

i

;

,

,

1

i

,

1

1.

,

\'

1

1____i_

I

I

!

!

.

.

.

I

i

I

I

,

,

I

,

,

.

.

I

1

1

B11
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st

PROBLEM SOLVING: Chooses and
Executes Course

. . of Action

X = Primary Relationship

0 a Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM
SOLVING

cx

.'...-I

I.

TECHNICAL

Eqpt

- .

Rasic

, i

. vl

Lg g
(...) .-
).4 t..../

Selects alternative action
that leads to most favorable
(contributes most to mission
accompl ishment ) consequence.

(Aspects to be considered
include time, casualties,
ammunition, weapons required)

6.1 CC

= o Executes course of action 0 0 0

cx

,,`,.,1

vl _p_

8 t),
m
L)

Obtains information regarding
consequences of chosen
course of action

0 0

Repeats problem solving
cycle q35 necessary

'

,

1_

B1 2
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TACTICAL:: Application

X = Primary Relationship

0 Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO

,

PROBLEM
SOLVING

8-
1--
...,.-)

1.=

TECHNICAL

Eqpt

. .

Ba sic

.

-7 7

0

_1-1

0 0

/

0 I 1 1 ,

1 i

c)

Instructing subordinates to
maintain noise and light
di scipl ine.

La
I--
4...)
La
p--
twl

Maintaining minimal radio
traffic (radio discipline). 0 0 0 0

,

---..--
X

C3

LI= Moving during inclement weathe*. X
.

I

-La
CO

L6ci-
t--
21

Instructing subordinates to
camcuflage weapons, equipment,
vehicles, positions, and
themsel ves.

1 11

4-

.

I

I

X

X ,

i

.

1 ',
I

i

.

.44 -i

;2
coc,
cgm.

Lant
V=
P.-z

Instructing subordinate leader
to use routes of movement (and
method of movement) to mini-
mize exposure.

Instructing subordinates in
methods for exercising caution
when moving. .

0 0 X

X

---i-

! i

1

i
1

I

71-11

1

-1-----1

;
I

1

,

1

-

L,_ wow
tx

>.

c)
cc LD

Lar-
c..),.)z La
x w
w

Includes several OPs, LPs,
patrols and ambushes as far
forward as possible to provide
adequate early warning and
maximum number of engagement
opportunities.

0

Includes a point element (or
RECON when moving) as 'ar
forward as possible.

0

1

X .

--I---

Disperse overwatch elements
to maximize observation and
engagement opportunities.

Booby traps, mines, probable
avenues of approach not cover-
ed by personnel.

,..
E
E
t,
=
.-
L.)

r
r...;ci

Identify enemy's weakest point

).y employing probing action. 0 0

Engage attacking force as many
times as possible before
becoming decisively engaged.

Engages enemy at unexpected
times and places (e.g.,
attacking enemy's rear).

Maintains reserves to meet
unforeseen disposition of
enemy. --

B 1 3
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TECHNICAL-EQUIPMENT: Vehicles

X Primary Relationship

0 = Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO
POBLEM
SOLVING

ze

LJ

1E-

.rz.

TECHNICAL

Eqpt :asic

..

,R

0

.2
a c
/ /-

,

;
,

ti th
.... ..,
0 0

0

a,
vl

.e 1 ,t,

,

4.
t.1

(.
1

.1. QCI, 71

jj

.1. 7 °

*a At r
i N. ...C/ II,Q :7

J
..--. j

L.1 1
... r ,

VI' , .

/L1 / f ad

.0 0 L...1 a; ,.-...;

,Sr tA / V r iC . C..
T. '''';

1:,
C.,

Q. 1

'ID Q. /
C., CI /2atLIII '11 I

vs
I..

-J
(...)

*--

/...,

Operational check of vehicles
prior to mission.

1.

,

Instructs subordinate leaders
on specific methods of move-
ment (e.g., follows folds of
terrain, overwatch, smoke). ,

0 X

. .

.

_

Checks to ensure vehicles are
properly camouflaged.. X

,

.

.

.

'

1

.

.

.

.

.

i 1

.

I

.

I

B14



TECHNICAL-EQUIPMENT: Communication
Equipment

X . Primary Relationship

0 . Secondary Relationship

PROBLEM

_.,

L..1

;.-..

TECHNICAL

MANAGEMENT COMMO
SOLVING 1-.4

o- Eqpt 'Basic

4

Inspects communication equip-
nt prior to inititating

ission.

Uses all available means of
communication.. 0 0

.ssigns communication equip-
nt to most secure locations

(e.g., center as opposed to
periphery of mass).

e--=
taza.
..S.

C:7
LW

.1...o

8
Z.

I
L,)

.

Instructs subordinates on how
to maintain proper communica-
ion security (e.g., Upholds/
nforces SOI). .

.

nstructs subordinates on how
o safeguard commo equipment
e.g., conceal land-mine).

.

I velops alternative communi-
ation plans and inform
ubordinates of those plans.

X

,

obtains required frequencies
primary and alternate) and
'nforMs all personnel.

X

4

B15
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TECHNICAL-EQUIPMENT: Weapons

X = Primary Relationsip

0 = Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM

L
SOLvING

aJ
u

EQUIPMENT

)--

!:1)
I-

Eqpt Basic

LE,a
()
a.a
L..I

.
a

Inspects weapons prior to
initiation mission

.

Places weapons so that they
take best advantage of
maximum effective range

0

Positions weapons where they
are most likely to engage
appropriate targets (e.g.,
matches targets to weapons).

0

Positions weapons to have ,

overlapping fields of fire
_

.

0

,

Positions weapons to compen-
sate for limitations of other
weapons (e.g., putting anti-
tank mines on a probable'
avenue approach that can't be
covered by deployed primary
weapon)

.

Uses appropriate fuses and
amounts (VT on troops in the
open, DE on armored vehicles,
PD on reinforced positions)

Uses pre-planned fires on
anticipated enemy locations 0

Uses registration points to
ensure security and to en-
sure artillery requests.

0 x

---I

Request marking rounds prior
to FI.E to ensure proper
placement and maximum effec-
tive use of artillery

. .

.r.
.

.

,

.

,

.

.

1316
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TECHNICAL-BASIC: Terrain Analysis

X = Primary Relationship

0 = Secondary Relationship

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM

SOLVING

...)

,ze

1-

TECHNICAL

Eqpt Basic

V/

a-

i
=

gUses
41I-

Identifies probable enemy
position depending on

topography.
.

Accurately identifies possible
enemy avenues of advance.'

terrain to conceal
routes of advance.

0 X

,

.

.

.,

(

'

.

,

.

.

,

5.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

u

.B17
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TECHNICAL-BASI: Map Reading

X = Primary Relationship

0 = Secondary Relationship*

MANAGEMENT COMMO
PROBLEM

SOLVING,

`.."

,t-,

<-
.

TECHNICAL
_

Eqpt

. _

Basic
4

/ --/ 7 1 1
S

J 1 1

.

____4_,

Accurately follows planned
avenues of advance.

,,

(5=
Contains all action (movement
and fire) within specified AO.

4.

-4.cia
L.,

ac.

i

Accurately identifies coor-
dinates of enemy positions.

_

___.........

_

...4...1

i

,

i

1

,

r

_

..xl

1

,

L.

_...

,

.,,

,

,

I

Occupies correct positions
as identified on map.

...
..

$

i . -...1._ I .

B18
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APPEprg C LEADER OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 1
*

LEADER OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

. OBSERVER: DATE: _September

LEADER #: .

.
-,.

Enter arbitrary leader number above. En-sure that.Subordinate Question-

naires administered to this leader's subordinates have this number enter-
.

ed in the upper right hand corner of its coversheet. This will make

it possible to match Observation checklists to Subordinate Questionnaires.

*.No names or unit designators are to.be recorded anywhere.

The. Leader ObservAion Checklist is broker; into thrce sections. Section

I I.ists behaviors and actions'the leader should manifest while giving .his

OPORD to subordinates... Section II lists behaviorg and actions the leader

could manifest at any Point during the exercise (includipg giving an OPORD).

Settion III lists behaviors and actionssthe leader should manifest during

the actual exercise. Observations shoulA be made accordingly.

The checklist contains a list of 96 behaviors and actions. For e:ch be-

havior or action, observers should check one.of three boxes:

1

Check this box if, in most instances, the
YE
& leader did. what is listed in the checklist.

4=3 NO Chukthis box if, in most instances, the
leader did not do what' is listed in the checklist.

Check this box if the leader did not have

ED N/A an opportunity to do what is listed in

the checklist.
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LEADER OBSERVATIONtHECKLIST

SECTION I

THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONSS6HOULD BE MADF
WHILE THE LEADER IS GIVING HIS OPORD. DID

THE LEADER: ,

1. State'the.,OBJECTIVE in terms of: .

A. What is supposed to be done.

B, Where it is to be done.

C.. At what time it' is to be done.

2. State the ENEMY SITUATION in terms off

. A. How many,

B. Where.

C. Anticipated action.

D.. Recent.enemy activity.

E. Equ'ipment and weapons.

3. State the 'FRIENDLY SITUATION in terms of:

A. Support (artillery, TAC air, gunship).

B. Disposition of friendly forces.

4. State the CONcEPT OF OPERATION -in- terms'of:

A. LD/LC

B. AO

C. -Check points and phase lines, if any.

C2
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5.. State EXECUTION in terms of:

A. What participating elements will be'doing.

B. How security of movement will he main-
tained.

C. Specific requirements'for these elements
and priorities%

O. Actions to be taken in vent of enemy
contact.

E. Specific measures for controlling
participating elements (phase lines,
check points, rally points, attack
:positions).

'YES. NO N/A

E E
[1 Li EL

E Li LI

c

F. Adjustment of initial plan in event of E E
heavycasualties.

6. State COMMANP AND SIGNAL in terms vf:

A. Radio frequencies and call'signs.

B. Chain of command.

C. Other signals.

7: Ask subordinates:to read back specifiC
responsibilities.

8: Graphically'display overall *ration using
visual. aids (ground, sticks, rocks).

9. Ask subordinadtes to demonstrate, using
visual aids, their specific tasks.

10. Conduct rehearsal)of planned execution by
deploying forces in.mock exercise.

sr C3 9

..0



.SECT.ION II .

THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS SHOULD BE MADE .

AT ANY TIME DURING THE REALTRAIN EXERCISE.
DID.THE LEADER:

- YES NO N/A

11. 'Provide detailed instructlions to gubordinates Li LI C
'regarding subordinates' responiibilities and
those of other elements.

12. Explain tasks i terms of achievable steps. b4ek.

13. Explain to subordinates exaCtly who pill
replace leaders wlio become casualties.

14% Inform subordinatet of deadlines (e..g., LD .s
.times, tithes objectives are to besecured).

15. Describe well defined patterns of communica-
tion (e.g.', SITREPs, "who talks to whom, whdril,

'about what, and how").

16. Clearly specify Contingency plans including tn rj]
conditions under whicti contingency plans will

. be implemented (e.g., loss of.communication).

17. Set definite standards of performance for
specific tasks and responsibilities (e.g..,
specific dimensions of prone positions).

18. Explain his reasons for planned actions. LI- LI CD

19. Pose specific questions by thd leeder'to
subordinates conCerning their responsibilities
and those.of their peers (e.g., verbally
responds to questions, uses maps,Aiskes ground
drawings, etc.).

20.- Specifically describe tb subordinates how
they will be backedo) in tight situations.-

21. Tactfully and.firmly provide corrective feed-
back to subordinates.

22. Firmly state unpopular dgtisions without
'apologizing (or blaming higher authority).

23.. Defend/support actions of subordinates
when criticized by others.

£4
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24. Honestly admit mistakes to subordinates .

and superiors.

25. Tactfully,disagree with superior's plans
and provide possible alternatives.

.(2

26. Solicit reactions, opinions, SuggestOons
.

of subordinates regarding mission.

27 kespond to non-verbal I.eactions (frowns,
rolling of the eyes, head nods, etc.)
of subordinates.

28. Provide public praise and recognition,for
workmwell done (decides appropriatekless
of public' versus.private praise).

29. Listenoto suggestions from suborginates.

30. 'Assign responsibilities to subordinates.

Assigntasks according to subordinate
strengths and weaknesses.

32. Calmly and(fIrmly interrupt arguments',
disagreeme ts and Other conflicts among
Subordinates.

'33: 'Set positiie examples for subordinates
(e.g.i noise discipline, staying awake,
not §moking at night, camouflage, etc.) .

34. Speak with enthusiastic, confident tone.

35. Praise group instead of iodividuals, if ,

appropriate.

36. State importance of spLific team elements'
in achieving group goals.

37. Provide specific positive praise fOr
particular tasks well done.

38. Stay actTve by constantly interacting with
subordinates (inquire about progress of
individual tasks/assignments).

1
C5 4.
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YES NO NIA
, .

39. Ask subordinates to explain suggestions, ideas, L-: [7 Pi .

\ objections that are unclear to him,

40. Ask subordinate to "read-back" their specific E E
responsibilities in operation..

41. Coreect any misunderstandings based on ri
"read-back".

42. Answer questions directly.

43. Identify.infprmation consolidation points.

44. Inform subordinates'of what information is
'tq be transmitted.

45. Inform Subordinates of non-verbal means of
communication (hand signals, whistles, smoke,
etc.) which tould convey actions to be taken.

46. Emphasize.critical points.

47. SReak distinctly and slowly.

48. Maintain steady eye contact (when appropriate).
,

. 49. Gesture to convey meaning.

50. Encourage suggestions non-verbally by stanading
with open posture, maintaining eye contact,
nodding, avoiding frowning and grimacing.

Summarfze and paraphrase key points without
a commitment to implement or not to implement
suggestion.

52. Probe for more detail.

- 53. Instruct subordinates to maintain noise and
light discipline.

54. Instruct subordirates to camouflagelleapons,
equipment, vehicles, positiOns, and themselves

55. Instruct subordinates to use routes of, move-
ment (and method of:movement) to ifilnimize
exposure. /

.e
C6
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56. Instruct subordinates to perform operational
check of vehicles prior to mission.

5,7. Check to ensure vehicles are properly
camouflaged. .

fES NO N/A .

E

.58. Ins'pect communication equipment prior to E. E
initiating mission.

f.
59. Use all,available communication equipment. ri

D

. 60. Assign comMunication equipment-to most secure E E
locations (e.g., center as oppOsed toperipher!
of mass).

,

. 61. Instruct subordinates on how to maintain proper
communication security (e.g., UpholdsiEnforces
.SOI). .

62. Instruct subordinates on -how td safeguard
commo equipment (e.g., conceal land line).

63, Develop alternative commvication plans and
inform sOordinates of those plans.

64. InOect weapons pridr tO initiating mission.

,65. Place weapons so that they take best adian-
, tage of maximum effective.range.

66. Position weapons where they are'most likely
to engage appropriate targets (e.g., matches
target.§ to weapons). .

67. Position weapons to have overlapping Melds '

of fire.

68. U/se pre-planned fires on. anticipatedenemy
locations.

69. Use registration points 0 ensure security
and to ensure*artillery requests..

Identify probabre enemy positiong perldinc
on topography.

F.

71. Use terrain to conceal routes of advance.

105
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SECTION III

4 THE FOLLOWING ,OBSERVATIONS SHOULD BE, MADE

DURING THE ACTUAL EXERCISE. DID THE'LEADER:

72. Maintain continpal communicati.bn with ail
elements.

73. Contact subordinates who are not adhewing
to designated reporting procedures., ,

74. Frequently ask for.immediate and 'complete
information from advance elements.

.

1

Give immbdiate direction and/or guidande

, .
in response,to'enemy activity (may-first
request additional information). ,

16. Quickly identify failures in execution of
plan by participating elements and correct
them.

. .

77.' Recognize'critical points at which contin
.aency plans should be implemented.

/8. Make periodic .checks on progress of group
with respect to assigned tasks. /

. 7FF r N/A

la

w

\
F-1

79. Enforce rules of conduct (e:g., informing
subordinates of violations/consequences -

and takingappropriate disciplinary actions).

80. Allpw subordinates to carry out delegated
tas;$,s (avoids encroaching.on delegated .

responsibilities and avoid publicly
....1.----

criticizing subordinates). .
,

ist

1.

81." Provide specific follow-up instructions in . ', r-1 _ ,(

calm, assuring tone to subordinates who are
4

.
in danger and obviously anxious.. ,

E

6.---1

p2. 'Disseminate information at.pe.siodic intSrviils LA F-1

,

to subord4ates and superiors.

83. Inform subordinates of changes in planned
action.

C8
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YES. .NO N/A

...-C

c,--" 84. Given some distinct cue (e.g:, explosion, small El:
..----

arms fire, etc.), attempt to identify specific
---' nature of cue (by radio communication, runners,

etc.).
,

85. After receiving incomplete verbal communication,
obtAin more complete information by verbally
requesting information; sending fire team, .

usingsprearranged signals, ,etc.

J36; Maintain minimal rad4o traffic (radio discipline):

87. Include a point element (or RECON when moving)
as far forward.,as possible.

88.' bisperse overwatch elements to,laximize obser-
vation and engagement opportunities'.

89. Identify enemy's weakest point,by employing
probing action.

O. Engage enemy at unexpected times and places.
(e.g., attacking enemy's.rear).

-.
.1.110

Li

.111. 11,
0000

io ..1

Orioloom,

, . ,,
.

91y Maintain reserves to meet unforeseen dispos / 7 LItion of enemy.
,

. .

92. Use appropriate fuses and amounts (VT on troops
in open, DE on armored.vehicles, PD on reinforced
positions)..

ONoool

4

93. Request rii4rking rounds prior to FFEs to ensure Li Li
proper placement and maximuM effective use of

.

sartillery.
4

94: Accurat y follbworlanned avenues of approach.

95. Contain. 11 action (movement and fire) within [I]

specifi d AO.

fl

\c

96. Accurately identify coordinates of enemy

positions.

ro
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APPENDIX I) SUBORDINATE QUESTIONNAIRE

1.1

IOEN'TIFICATION #:

SUBORDINATE QUESTIONNAIRE

A

DATE: September

The Army Research Institute is engaged in a series of studi.es on lead-,

ership.. Youhave just completh a.REALTRAIN exercise. We are-inter-
.

ested-in what your leader did and did not.do during the exercise you

.
have jUst finished. 'The information you provide is for research

it:purposes only and will not huri.lor help your lrader's careeein arlY

war-so be honest. . Your answers wirknever,be sent to your superiors

with any informatiom whfch Can bemused to identify you or your unit.

Your pilvacy isionotected, by professional ethics and Federal RegVations

.

Instructions

You have been througk'ieveral REALTRAIN exercises with your leader. We.

Sre Qrly interested in the exercise you have just completednot 'the

ones you were involved.in yetterday or last week.. This questionnaire

containi a list.of things or actiOns your leader may have done during

the eXerci4Ou hlie just finished. For each action there are three

choices you can make:

Check this box if your liader did do what is
YES

listed in the questionnaire.

Check this box ff yOur leader did not do
NO what is listed 41 the questionnaire.

Check this box if your'leader did not have a
N/A chance to do what is listed in the questionnaire.

"N/A" means "not appropriate."

ONE AND ONLY ONE BOX IS TO BE CHECKED FOR EACH ACTION LISTED:

If you have.any comments, suggestions, or recommendatiops about this

-.questionnaire, feel free to tell \the man who gave it to you or write

your comments directly on the questionnaire. Your cooperatifon is

appreciated.
D1
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WHEN'YOUR'sLEADER GAVE YOU HIS OPORD (OPERATION ORDER), DIb-HE:

I.

1. State.the OBJECTIVE in terms of:

A.

B.

C.

What is. supposed to be done:

Where it is.to be done.

At what time it is to,be done.

2. State 'the ENEMY S'ITUATION in terms of:

A.

p .

c.

D.

E.

How many. :

Where.

Anticipated action.

Recent enemy activiV.

,
Equipment and weapons.

3. State the FRIENDLY SITUATION in terms of:

A. Support (artillery, TAC adre", gunship).

Disposition of friendly fOrces.

4. State the,CONCEPT OF OPERATION in terms of:.

A. Where your LD/LC. was.

B. Where Your AO was.

C. Check points and phaie lines, ;if any.

5. State EXECUTION in terms of:

A. What participating elements will be doing.

B. How security of movemenl will be
maintained.

C. Specific requirements for these elements

.and priorities.

D. Actions to be taken in event of enemy
contact.

E. Specific measures )or controlling parti-
cipating'elements (phase lines, check
polnts, rally points, attack positions).

F. Adjustment of initial pl4n in event of

heavy casualties.

YES . NO N/A

0.00
(EVEN)



6. State COMMAND AND SJGNAti in terms of:

. A. What your radio frequencies and call
signs were.

B. What your chain of commandwas.

C. Other signals.-

Ask you to read backspecific responsiOlities.

8. Graphically display overall operation, using
visua) aids (ground, sticks, rocks).'

9. Ask you to demonstrate, using visual aids,
'your specific tasks.

10. Conduct rehearsal pf plannea operation by
.deploying forces in mock exercise.

0%5

,k

I. t-
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YES NO N/A
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V/

A A'NY'./IME DURING THE EXtROSE, DID YOUR LEADER:

0

1. Explain tasks in terms of achievable steps.

\fr; Inforip.ydIA o* deadlines (e.g., LD times,.
. times objectives are to be secured).

3. Clearly specify contingency plans including
conditions under Which contingency plans
will be iMplemented (e.g., loss of
communication).

4 Explain his reasons for planned actions.

5. Specifically describe to you how'you will
be backed up in tight situations.

a... Firmly state unpopular decisions without
apologizing (or blaming higher authoritx).

Honestly admit mistakes to you and his
Superiors. I

.

8.. SoliCit reaceions, opinions, suggestions
froM you regarding mission.

9. Provide public praise and recognition for
worl( well4done (decides.appropriateness
of,public vf!rsus private praise).

10_ Assign responsibilities to you,

11. Calmly and firmly interrupt arguments,
disagreements and other conflicts between
yourself and others.

12.. Speak with enthusiastic, confident tone.

13. State importance of specific team elements
in achieving unit goals.

14. Stay active by constantly interacting with
you and others (inquire about progress of

tas.ks/assignments).

15. Ask you to 'Iread back" your specific
respdnsibilities in operation.

04
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YES NO , N/A
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16.

17.

Answer questions directly,

Inform you of what information is to

YES NO

E

'be transmitted.

18r Emphasize ciltical points.

19. Maintain steady eye contact (when
appropriate).

20. Encourage suggestions non-verbally by
standing with open posture, maintaining
eye contact, nodding, avoiding frowning
and,grimacing.

21. Probe for more detail.

'22. Instruct you to camouflage weapons,
equipment, vehicles, positions, and
yourself.

23. Instruct you to perform operational
check of vehicles prior to mission.

24. Inspect communication equipment prior
to initiating mission.

25. Assign communication equipmen't to most
secure locations (e.g., center as opposed
to periphery of mass).

26. Instruct you on how to safeguard commo
equipment (e.g., conceal land line).

27. Inspect weapons prjor to initiating
mission.-

28. Position weapons where they are most
likely to engage appropriate targets
(e.g., matches targets to weapons).

29. Useipre-planned fires on aniicipated
enemy locations:

30. IdenOfy probable enemy positions
depending on topography.

05

116
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11. Contact you when you did not adhere to
designated reporting procedures..

.0

YES NO N/A'.

32. Give immediate direction and/or guidance
in response to enemy. activity (may first
request additjonal.information).

1 33. Recognize critical points at which LI E LI
'contingency plans should be implemented.

. 34. Enforce rules of condUct (e.g., informing LI
you of viola co equences and taking
appropriate discip inary actions).

35. Provjde specific follow-up instructions -
in calm, assuring tone to you when you
were in danger and obviously anxious.

36. Inform you of changes in planned action. E n El

ci

41M.N.N.M.

37. After receiving incomplete verbal communi- n LI a
cation, obtain more coMhlete information

. by verbally requesting information, #i

, sending fire team, using prearranged,-
signals; etc.

38. Include a point element (or RECON when
moving) as far forward as possible.

39.- Identify enemy's weakest point by employing
probing action.

40. Maintain reserves to meet unforeseen
disposition of enemy.

41. Request marking rounds prior to FFEs to
*ensure proper placement and maximum effec-
tivd use of artillery.

42. ,Contain all action (movement and fire)
within specified AO.

E

LI

(EVEN)



IDENTIFICATION #;

, SUBORDINATE QUESTIONNAIRE

Are

DATE: September

The Army Reseaf:ch Institute is engaged in.a seriesof studies onflead-

ership. You have iust completed a REALTRAIN exercise. We are inter-

ested in what your leader did and did hot do during the exercise you

have just finished. .The information you provide is for research purposes

only and will not hurt or help your leader's career in any way - so be'

°honest. Your Answers will never b sent to your superiors with any in-

formation which can be used to identify you or your unit.. Yofr. privacy

is'protected by professional ethics and Federal Regulatlons:

Instructions

You have been through sevqral REALTRAIN exercises with your leader. We

are only interested in the exercise you have just completed - not the ones

you were'involved inyesterday or last week. This questionnaire contains

a list of things or actions your leader may have done during the exercise

you have just finished. Fon each-actiOn-thereare three choices you can

Bee:

I Y E

-s Check this box if your leader diFI do what is
, . listeein the guestionnaire.

NO
Chedk this box if your leader did not do
what is listed in the questionnatre.

Check this box if your leader did not have a
N/A chance to do what is listed in the ouestion-

naire. "N/A" means "not appropriate":,

ONE AND ONLY ONE BOX IS TO BE CHECKED FOR EACH ACTION LISTED.

If you have any comments, suggestions, or recommendations about this ques-

tionnaire, feel free to teli.the man who gave it topu or write your com-

ments directly.on the questionnaire. Your cooperation is appreciated.

D7
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WEN.YOUR LEADER GAVE YOU HIS OPORD (OPERATION ORDER), DID HE;.

N

1. State the OBJECTIVE in terms of:

A. What issupposed to be done.

B. Where it'is to'be done.

C. At what time it is to be,done..

2. State the ENEMY 'SITUATION in terms of:

3

4

A. How many.

B. Where.

C. Anticipated action. .

D. Recent enemy activity.

E. Equipment and weapons.

State the FRIENDLY SITUATION in terms of:

A. Support (artillery, TAC air, gunship).

B. Disposition offr,iendly forces.

State the CONCEPT OF OPERATION in terms of:

A. Where.your LD/LC was.

B. Where your AO was.

C. Check points and phase lines; if any.

08

113

YES NO

le

LiE E

E ri
-F1 EE E
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5. "State EXECUTION in terms of:

A. What participating elements will be doing.

B. How security of movement will be main-
tained.

C. Specific requieements for these elements
and priorities.

D. Actions tote taken in event of enemy
contact.

E. Specific,m6sures for controlling
participating elements (phase lines,
check points, rally points, attack
positions).

F. AdjuStment of initial plan i4 event of'.
heavy casualties.

b. State COMMAND AND SIGNAL in terms of:
.0

A. What your radio frequencies & call signs were

B. What your chain of command was.

C. Other signals.

7. Ask you ,to read backspecific
responsibilities.

8 Graphically display overall operation using
Nisual aids (ground, sticks, rocks).

9. Ask you toldemonstrate, using visual'aids,
your specific tasks.

.10. (onduct rehearsal Of planned operation by
deploying forces in mock exercise.

.

09 111.

YES NO ..N/A,

L_J-
.111

ri
11,1

c-

4.0101,

0.

,00

111.
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AT ANY T'IME DURING THE EXERCISE, DID YOUR LEADER:

1. Provide detailed instructions to you re-

garding your 'responsibilities and those

of other elements.

YES NO N/A

-

Explain to you exactly who will replace C
leaders who become casualties..

I 1 0
3. Describe wel,D.defined patterns of co unt-

. cation (e.g., SITREP,s, ''who talks to whom,

wheo, about what, and how").

4.
Set definite standards of performance for

specific tasks and responsibilities 4e.g.,

specific dimensions of prone positionsl.

5. Pose specific questions to you ioncerninr

your responsibilities and those df-your

buddies to make sure you understood what

to do.

6: Tactfully and firmly provide corrective'
feedback to you.

7% Defend/support your actions when
criticlzed bi others.

8. Tactfu)ly disagree with superior's plans

and provide possible alternatives.

9. °Respond to non-verbalreactions (frowns,
rolling of the eyes, head nods, etc.)

of you and your buddies.

10% Listen to suggestions from yoU.

11. AsSign tasks according to your and your

buddies strengthsvand weaknesses.

12. Set positive examples for you (e.g.,

noise discipline, staying awake, 410

not smoking at night, camo)flage,-etc.)
:

13. Praise group instead of individuals, if

appropriate.

o .0 E. E

0 0 -0
E

n ri

Li
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14. Provide specific positive praise for
particular tasks well done.

15. Ask you to explain any of your sugges-
tions, ideas, or objections that were
unclear to him. .

16. Correct any misuhderstandings you may
have had about what he said.

17. Identify who inforMation is,to be passed
to when something happens,

18. Infarm you of nonrverbal means of com-
munication (hand signals, whistles,
smoke, etc.).

19. Speak distinctly and slowly.-

20.. Gesture to convey meaning.

21. Summarize and paraphrase key points with-
out a commitment to implement or not to
implement suggestion.

22. instruct you to maintain noise and/or
% light discipline. .

V. Instruct you to use routes of movement
(and method of movement) to minimize
exposure.

24. Cheak to ensure vehicles are prop6'rly
camouflaged.

25. Use all avgilable communication equip-
ment.

26.: Lnstruct you on how to maintain proper
communication security (e.g., Upholds/

(Enfortes SOI).

27. De 1 alternative communication plans
an in rm you of those plans.

28. Place weapons so that they take best
advantage of maximum effective range.

29. Position weapons to have overlapping
fields bf fire.

YES

J
NO N/A

.1.1191

91909MM,

E Li
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*YES NO' N/A
./1

30. Use registration,points to ensure security' . Li
.and to ease artillery, requests.

31. Use terrain to conceal routes of advance.

32. Maintain . continual coMmunication with
all elements.

33. Frequently ask for immediate and com-
plete information' from advance elements.

34. Quickly identify failures in execution
of plan by p&rticipating elements and
correct them.

35. Make periodic-checks on progress of
group with respect to astigned.tasks,

36. Anllow you to carry out delegated tasks
(avoids encroachtng on delegated re-
sponsibilities and avoidspublicly
criticizing you).

37. Disieminate information.at periodic in-
tervals to you and others.

38. Given some distinct cue (e.g., explosion,
small arms fire, etc.), attempt to
identify specific nature of cue (by
radio communication, runner, etc.).

39. Maintain minimal, radio traffic (radio
discipline)).

40. Disperse overwatch elements to maximize
observation and engagement-opportunities.

41. Engage enemy dt unexpected timeeand
places (e.g., attacking enemy's rear).

42.. Use appr:opriate fuses and amounts .(VT
on troops in open, DE'on armored,
vehicles, PD on reinforced positions).

43. Accurately follow planned avenues of
approach.

44. Accurately identify coordinates of
enemy positions.
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